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Young Wild West and the Silent Scout
OR, THE SIGN THAT SAVED THE SETTLEMENT
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-The Fight With the Apaches.

hi~ place of concealment behind a rock, Young
Wild West could not only si>e straight ahead, but
Crang, crang, crang ! A volley of shots ra!lg to the right and left as well. As the shots had
Dut on the still evening air, and Young Wild
come from the left he kept a sharp watch in that
West and his friends, who were camped on the di:rection. There was a silence of perhaps five
bank of the San Juan River, in southern Utah, mmutes, .and then the cracking of a twig some
ran quickly for the cover of the rocks that were ~fty feet from the camp was heard by the dashplentifully scattered about. It was not very often mg boy. Instantly his Winchester was leveled in
that the dashing Boy Hero of the Wild West was that direction. It was not long that he had to
taken by surprise, but in this case he had met wait, for scarcely five seconds passed before he
with no Indian signs that day, though he well
saw the tufted head of an Indian show above the
knew that a band of Apaches had been reported
small clump of bushes. Without the least hesias being on the war-path somewhere in that sec- tation- Young Wild West took a quick. aim and
tion of the country. The redskins had slipped pressed the trigger of his 1·ifle. As the report
away from the reservation some weeks before, mng out the death yell of a redskin sounded.
and nothing had been heard of them since that This seemed to be the cue for the Indians who
time. Happening to be in the northern part of had attacked the camp 1 for a savage yell burst
Arizona when he heard this, Young Wild West from the woods on either side of the camp, and
decided to go and look up the Apaches, for noth- then a score or more of painted Apaches spranging suited him better than to assist in breaking into view, firing as they came.
·
up Indian outbreaks.
"Lie
low,
girls!"
Young
Wild
West
called
out,
The sun had gone down and Young Wild West
sharply, for he knew that unless they exposed
was talking with his two partners, Cheyenne
Cha1·lie, the ex-government scout, and Jim Dart, themselves they would not be hit.
However, if the 1·edskins charged into the cam11
:Whe11 the shots rang out. Though startled by the
sudden attack, the young ·deadshot never once there would be a hand-to-hand fight of it. But
lost his head. He heard the sound of the bullets Young Wild West and his partners never peras they went over his hea4, and the~ he jumped mitted such a thing as that to happen when there
behind the nearest rock without saying a word. were not more than twenty or thirty Indians atThe girls of the party, who were his charming tacking them. They opened fire on them, and
sweetheart, Arietta Murdock; Anna, the wife of wnen each had fired half a dozen shots, fully half
their number had fallen, and the remaining
Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of Jim Dart, happened to be in their tent Apaches were running for cover.
"They won't be back in a hurry, unless there
at the time, and as the tent had been erected in
a crevice of the high cliff, it was pretty well are more of them somewhere close by," Jim Dart
protected from the direction the shots came from. observed.
At'th1s juncture Young Wild West's sweetheart
The two Chinamen in the employ of our hero
came creepmg out of the tent, 1·ifle in hand. Sha
and his friends did not need to be told to seek
shelter, and almost as quickly as our hero and took the risk of exposing herself to the lndiani;-,
if any were on the watch. She was not long in
his partners, the two were out of sight.
reaching the side of her young lover.
"Redskins, boys," said Young Wild West, coolly.
"Now then, Wild, if they come back I want to
"They must have come down the river in canoes,
;•or there were certainly no tracks to be seen as have a chance at them," she said, just as thoug,'I.
she was merely going to practice at a mark.
we rode along to-night."
The camp had been located in a spot that was
"All right, Et," was the rejoinder. "I reckon
pretty well protected, for Young Wild West al- you will get a shot in a little while. They will
ways·made it a point to find a safe place to camp soon recover from the fright we gave them, and
during the night, even if there were no signs of they will be looking for reYenge. The Apachfl!
anger from redskins 01· white outlaws. From are prntty sly, but if you can only 2"et the.in 2"0od
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and angry they are liable to expose themselves
and give a fellow a chance. I knew they were
Indians the moment I heard the shots fired. Redskins never fire all at once. They shoot in a scattered sort of way, you know."
"I know, Wild," and the girl nodded her golden
head.
A couple of the Indians who had fallen were
not dead yet, and they could be seen trying thei:r
best to crawl away. One of them died in the attempt, and as he fell back the other stopped his
efforts and lay down. Then the boy placed his
broad-brimmed hat upon the muzzle of his rifle
and thrust it out at the end of the big rock the
two were hiding behind. It was a time-honored
trick, but it seldom failed, and when a shot rang
out and a bullet cut a hole through the hat,
Young Wild West gave a nod of satisfaction. Before he could turn to say anything to his sweetheart, Arietta fired, and a yell was the result.
"That's the way to do it, Et. Well, I don't
suppose there is any use of trying the trick again,
for they know it was only my hat. I d@n't like
having a hole through the hat, either, for it is
comparatively new. But it's all right. I have
another, and if this one gives out I won't have
to go bareheaded."
There was another silence, which lasted fully
ten minutes, and then Cheyenne Charlie's sharp
eyes caught a glimpse of one of the redskins who
was creeping along no doubt to get upon the
other side of the camp.. The scout's Winchester
spoke quickly, and that was an end of the Apache.
It was now nearly dark, and Wild knew pretty
well that the redskins would wait until they
would stand a show of not being seen before they
made another rush, if they really intended to
do such a thing. Da1·kness came on rapidly now,
and ten minutes later the stars were shining
brightly overhead, and there was nothing to indicate that the daylight had existed but a short
time before.
"Boys," said our hero to his partne1·s, "just
keep a good watch and don't let a redskin live
any more than a second after you see him. I
am going to creep out there and find where they
a1·e."
Without saying anything more, Young Wild
West crept stealthily around the rock and made
his way toward a short growth of bushes that
ran all the way to the bank of the river, which
was only about a hundred feet distant. The
bushes were just high enough to permit a human
figure to crawl behind them without being seen,
so it was easy to understand how the redskins
had passed from left to right after they had fired
the opening volley.
Wild proceeded almost
.straight for the river bank, and so carefully did
he pick his way along that not even the break-l
ing a twig was heard. Reaching the edge of the.
water, he paused and listened. Hearing nothing,
he turned his gaze upon the starlit water. As
he !Saw the outlines of three big canoes, he gave
a nod of satisfaction. He now knew how the
Indians had made their silent approach.
The boy did not mean to let the Indians have
any further use of the canoes, so he leaned ove1·
the bank and pulled them in, one at a time, cuttmg a lonr slai=Sh in the birch bark they were
constructed of as he did so. ~his done, he severed

the rope that held them to the bank, and then
pushed them off into the stream, so they might
follow and sink to the water's edge. He had
barely finished this piece of work when the UHmistakable sounds of a moving form came to .
ears. A redskin was creeping that way, no doubt
for the purpose of gaining possession of the
canoes. This was the guess Young vVild West
made. On came the Indian, moving so slowly
that the progress he made was hardly perceptible in the darkness. When he was within probably three feet of the young dedshot, the Indian
paused and looked into the water. The canoes
were not there, as he no doubt expected they
were. He looked out into the stream, and by aid
of the starlight he saw them drifting slowly alon,;
nearly filled with water.
"Ugh!" he exclaimed, the grunt being so low
that it could not have been heard far.
Young Wild West smiled when he heard it.
The Indian, finding that the canoes had been
scuttled and set adrift, now turned to go back
again. But before he had covered two yards,
Young Wild West suddenly pounced upon him.
The boy was active and powerful, for he was a ways in training, and with the greatest of ease
he hurled the brave headlong into the water.
Splash! Then came a gurgling cry that was
quickly followed by more splashing as the surprised redskin floundered about in the water,
which was scarcely more than waist deep. Young
Wild West crawled quickly away from the spot,
and awaited developments. He did not have to
wait very long, either, for quick footsteps were
heard, and he knew that more than one Indian
was approaching.
"I reckon I've got to lie low, now," he muttered, "for if Charlie and Jim see them they will
certainly do some shooting. I g"lless the best
thing I can do is to get further along the bank."
He moved rapidly now, taking the risk of making some noise. When he reached a tree he
stopped, and crouching behind it, peered through
the darkness. Then he saw three forms ·coming
along in crouching attitude. Almo,:t at the same
time his eyes caught sight of the redskin he ha
thrown into the stream, for he was in the act o
crawling upon the bank. A few heated words
from him told what had happened, and then all
four of the Indians came stealing toward the tree
behind which the boy was hiding.
"\Vell, I reckon I have got to shoot now, and
that's all there is to it," Wild thought, and then
without any hesitation he jerked a 1·evolver from
the holster and opened fire upon the approaching
four.
Three times he fired, and as each report rang
out there was a splash, for the redskins were so
close to the bank of the river, where it waa
rather slanting, that they could not help fro111
tumbling into it as they were hit by the bullet3.
The fourth started to run for his life, but he had
not g·one more than a dozen feet when a rifl
cracked from the camp. Wild saw him throw u
his hands and go rolling into the river, and then
he was satisfied for the time being. He quickly
made his way further along the bank, and then
turned and crept toward the camp. When ht
was within a short distance of it he gaYe the hoot
of an owl twice in quick succession. It was im•
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mediately answered by Jim Dart, and then atisfled that he would not be taken for a prowling
redskin, he hurried on and soon joined his companions. He then told how he had discovereJ
~e canoes and what he had done to them, addmg that one of the redskines had crept along,
no doubt, to gain possession of the canoes, and
that he could not resist the temptaion to tumble
him into the river.
"When the other three came and started after
me, the only thing I could do was to stop tlrem,
which I did," he added.
"Well, that's ther way ter fix 'em. I wondei•
how many more of 'em there is."
''Not many, I am sure. But I am confident
that there is a lot of them somewhere around.
According to what we heard, there must be as
many as a hundred on the war-path. Probably
those we have met have split off from the main
band for some purpose or other. We have got
to keep a sharp watch during the night, I reckon.''
The words were scarcely out of the young deadshot's mouth when the sound of hoof-beats were
heard from the loft.
"" "\Vhat's up now?" exclaimed the scout, grabT.Jing his rifle and turning his gaze in the direction.
"Don't shoot, Charlie. We will wait and see.
It can't possibly be one of the redskins, for he
1s heading straight here."
A few seconds later the forms of a horse and
rider brnke into view. In the dim starlight they
all saw right away that it was not an Indian
rider, but a white man.

CHAPTER II.-The Silent Scout.
"Hello, stranger!" said Young Wild West, lookIng at the horseman and nodding his head.
There was no reply, but the man gave a nod,
and then quickly dismounted. Then he pointed to
his mouth and shook his head.
"I reckon he's hungry, Wi ," spoke up the
scout, as he came forward. " tn't yer had noth. ' ter eat lately, stranger?"
There was no reply to this, for their unexpected visitor simply looked at the young deatlshot and then placed his hand in an inner pocket
of his coat. He drew forth an envelope, which
showed signs of having been carded for some
little time, and taking an official looking document from it, he handed it to Wild. Having done
this, he shot a glance in the direction he came
from, and then led his horse over to where the
steeds belonging to our friends were grazing.
"Just fetch that lantern behind the big rock
over here, Hop," the young deadshot said.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came the reply, and
then one of the Chinamen belonging to the party
quickly obeyed the command.
Keep a sharp watch for the redskins, boys," the
boy said, as he sat down and unfolded the docu-,111ent. When he saw it bore the official stamp
of the war department he became very much interested. There was not much to read, however,
for the paper simply contained the following:
"This is to certify that the bearer of this,
David Robi,ns, ls a deaf mute. He is enlisted in
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the Seventh Cavalry of Colorado, and his sen·:cc.,
as a scout are valued highly. It is 1·equested that
anyone he comes to will render him all the aiJ
possible.
J. N. Calkins,
"(Signed)
"Colonel in Command."
Wild gave a low whistle of surprise as he finished rea<li!1g the document, and then handed :t
to Arietta, who was kneeling at his side.
"Why, the man is a deaf mute, eh, \Vild ?" the
girl said, in surprise, when she had fini,hed
·
perusing it.
"So it seems, Et," was the reply. "No wonde,·
he said nothing. He is a scout in the service,
too."
"A silent scout, Wild."
"That's right. He certainly is that, foi- lte
can't speak a word, I suppose."
Arietta handed the paper to Jim Dart, and
by the time it had been passed around and all
hands had read it, the silent scout, as they chose
to call him, came back and stood before them,
as though awaiting orders. Our hero quickly produced a pencil and a piece of paper and wrote
upon it the words:
"Can you read writing?"
As he offered it to the man he shook his heaJ
in the negative and then made some motions with
his fingers. No one in the party understood the
deaf and dumb alphabet, so ihey were forced to
give it up. Then Wild went over near him, and
by signs endeavored to inform him of the attack
ihe Apach11s had made upon them. The silent
scout seemed to understand what he was getting
at, for he gave an occasional nod, and pointed
the way he had come, at the same time holdin/;\"
on three fingers. Thi s was no doubt meant that
he had noticed three bodies of the redskin s, and
when Wild held up hi s fingers until he counted
fourteen, a satisfied gleam shot in his eyes and
he nodded vigorously.
"I reckon he knows that fourteen of ther red
varmints has gone under," sa1rl Cheyenne Charlie.
When the paper was handed back to him th.i
silent scout carefully placed it back in the envelope and then returned it to his pocket. Wild
made sign s indicating that he should eat something, and a nod in the affirmative was the reply.
"I reckon you can find something- for him,
Wing," he said to the Chinaman who acted as
cook for the party. "Probably he won't be too
particular, since he knows pretty well that it
would be impossible to ;;ive him anything hot just
no,v."
Wing was not Jong in getting somE':hing for
him, and with a satisfied smile, the man accepted
the food and ate it ravenously, showing how hungry he really was. The silent scout must have
been pretty well tired out, for after he finished
eating the food given him he motioned that he
would like to lie down somewhere. Wild pointeJ
to the tent, but he shook his head, and quickly
getting his blanket, which he had thrown upon
the ground after m1saddling the horse, he crept
in behind a boulder that lay near the foot of
the cliff, and lay down. Half an hour after that
Cheyenne Charlie took a look at him and found
that he was sleeping soundly.
"Ther poor galoot must have been putty well

r
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tuckered out, Wild," he said, shaking his head.
"I s'pose likely he's had hard ridin' of it."
"Quite likely, Charlie," was the reply. "Well,
let him sleep. We don't need him just now. If
anything happens, I reckon it won't take much to
arouse him."
When another hom· had passed, Wild, Charlie
and the girls retired to the tents, leaving Jim to
stand guard. Jim extinguished the lantern as
soon as he was alone, for the two Chinamen had
already turned in. The boy was quite used to
that sort of thing, so he kept his solitary vigil
until it was time to arouse the scout, who was
fip:ured upon as taking the second watch. When
Charlie came out of the tent and found everything was alf right, he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"I reckon ther redskins ain't comin' back right
away, Jim," he said, in a whisper. "But you kin
bet your life I'll keep my eyes an' ears open, jest
ther same."
He was right in thinking the Apaches would
not return, for at length his time was up, and
then he awo,ke Wild. The night wore on, and
soon the first evidences of approaching day began to show. The silent scout gave a nod of
pleasure when he saw this, and then pointed
toward the other side of the river, meaning, no
doubt that he was heading that way. Then Wild
made him understand that they would go with
him, and he seemed pleased. When it was light
enough to see what they were about, Wild went
to the tent and aroused the two Chinamen.
"Just start a fire and get the breakfast, Wing,"
our hero said. "Hop, you gather up the wood
and help him. I reckon we may just as well
have a hot breakfast as not, for the redskins
know where we are, anyhow, and the smoke from
the fire ·won't make us any worse off."
By the time breakfast was half ready .the girls
came out of their tent. Hop got a couple of
pails of water from the river, Cheyenne Charlie
accompanying him and watching to see that he
was not interfexed with by any prowling Indian.,.
But outside of the dead that lay there, there
was nothing to indicate that there was such a
thing as a redskin within miles of the post. The
silent scout walked about and counted the slain
Apaches. When he found there were but ten of
them, he looked at Wild in a puzzled way and
held up four fingers.
"Oh," the young deadshot said, with a smile,
"I reckon I will have to explain to you what
became of the other four."
He led him to the bank of the river and pointed into the water, at the same time holding up
four fingers. The man gave a satisfied smile,
and nodded to show that he understood. Then
he again pointed off to the north across the river.
"I wonder what he means, anyway," thought
our hero. "Can it be that the cavalry he belongs
to is off that way, and he wants to return to
them, or does he mean he expects danger to come
from that direction?"
But there was no way of finding this out, so
he again signified that they were going that way.
The silent scout nodded approval, and then pointed to the right and left, making a sweep from
side to side after he had done so, and then
shaking his head and shrugging his shoulders.
The best that Wild could make out of this was

•

that he probably meant that he wanted to travel
due north, and that th:?c Indians might come from
either direction to interfere with him in doing so.
When b1·eakfast was ready their strange visito1
sat down and ate with the rest. Having d9;;rr,
this, he filled his canteen with water and then
proceeded to saddle his horse.
"Ain't yer goin' ter wait for us?" Cheyenne
Charlie asked.
The man shook his head, and then made motions indicating that they were to follow h im.
Having done this, he mounted this horse, and
with a farewell wave of his hand, rnde away.
"That's what I call a mighty tough way ter
be," declared the scout, shaking his head. "Ther
poor galoot can't talk a bit."
"And he can't hear, either, Charlie," said \Vild.
"Well, I don't know how in thunder he makes
out scoutin' around after redskins, then. Seems
ter me it would be mighty easy for 'em ter
catch him nappin'."
The two Chinamen worked quickly now, and
it was not long before the pack-horses were loaded with the camping outfit, and they were ready
to leave the spot. Wild assisted his sweetheart
to mount her white broncho, and then he leapeLupon the back of Spitfire, the sorrel stallion that
had carried him 'through so many dangers. The
rest were not long in getting into the saddle,
too, and then with Wild and Arietta in the lead,
they rode up to the river bank and turned t o
the right, leaving the dead Indians as they lay,
for they knew pretty well that some of the
Apaches would come along and ,:rive them burial.
The trail made by the silent scout's horse wa5
a plain one, and ·when they had covered a little
over a mile they came to a shallow part of the
river where it was quite easy t o fol'd it. Once
upon the other side, they took the trail again,
and rode on as fast as the pack-horses could be
made to go. As they were riding across a wideopen space a thin column of smoke suddenly appeared something like five miles off to the left.
"An Indian signal, boys," said Young Wild
West, turning to liis partners. "Look out for an
answer to it."
They all rode on, sweeping the horizon wittheir eyes as they did so, and in less than five
minutes they saw another column of smoke rising
a little to the right, and probably five or six
miles distant.
"That's the answer," said our hero, giving a
nod. "Now then, it looks rather bad for us, for
if they attempt to get together they are bound
to cross our path. There are two parties of
them. I have an idea that one of the parties
is made up of those who escaped us last night.
They are probably trying to draw others to them,
so they can get after us and gain· possession
of our scalps. But since the silent scout has
gone on this way, we must fo1low him and take
our chances."
Wild rode on a little· further, and then halted
and waited for the two Chinamen who were lead~
ing the -pack-horses in the rear to come up.
"Hop," he said, addressing the one who was
called the handy man , · "I reckon we're going to
have some trouble with the xedskins before very
long. "You had better get ready to help us out.
I suppose you have some fireworks made up?"
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"Me gottee plenty of fireworks, Misler Wild.
We makee lern thlee days ago, when we -stop in
um cave while it rained velly hard. Me Jeddy
for um ledskins. Me allee samee smartee Chi>'1'8e. Makee ledskins lun likee Sammy Hill."
"l know you will, for what you lack in fighting
you more than make up in cleverness."
As the majority of our readers know, Hop
Wah, who was called Young Wild West's Clever
Chinee, was an expert magician, and very fond
of practical joking. Satisfied that Hop would be
able to perfoxm his part if it became necessary,
our hexo quickly joined his sweetheart at the
liead of the column. Both columns of smoke had
died out as quickly as they appeared, and now
nothing could be seen but the bxoad stretch of almost barren soil. But in the distance they could
see a hill that contained a scraggy grove of oaks
and pines. Wild figured that if they could reach
that befo1·e any of the Indians made their appearance they would stand a pretty good show to
defend themselves against an attack. _
"Get a hustle on you, heathens," he called out.
"\Ve're going to move a little faster."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came the reply
from both of them. They rapidly neared the hill
now, and as there we1·e no signs of the approaching Indians, they began to feel a little easier.
But as they had yet half a mile to travel before
1·eaching the patch of woods, a yell suddenly
sounded off to the right, and then from out of
a hollow a band of Indians, numbering perhaps
thirty, suddenly appeared.
"Now then, I reckon we have got to move a
little faster still," Young Wild West said, coolly.
"Put the pack-horses to their best, heathens.
There is no time for fooling now. Don't let the
grass grow under y-our horses' hoofs. Here, ride
up ahead here. I reckon we'll keep the packhorses moving."
The Chinamen did not need to be told a second
time, for they knew the danger they were in, as
well as anyone else. They came forward, tugging
at the halters of the pack-horses, and when they
got them past the rest of the party Young Wild
West and Cheyenne Charlie easily urged them
to a faster pace. Wild measured the distance
with his eye and then gave a nod of satisfaction.
"We can just about make it, boys," he said, to
his partners. "They are trying to head us ofl',
but I reckon they won't be able to do it."
They were rapidly nearing the wooded hill now,
and feeling that they would find a cover among
the trees, they r.ode on. But when they were
ascending the hill with the goal but a couple
of hundred yards away, a savage yell sounded
almost directly ahead of them, and then from the
cover of the woods five painted Apaches came
gaJloping.
CHAPTER III.-The Main Band of the Apaches
Is Located.
Though he was somewhat l!urprised at the
llUdden appearance of the five Apaches from another direction, Young Wild West was not the
·
least dismayed.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
as he saw them coming. "They've got more nerve

than most lnjuns have, I reckon. Hello! They're
goiri' ter shoot."
"Give it to them, boys!" cried Wild, as his
Winchester flew to his shoulder.
Crang, crang, crang ! Three shots rang out
quickly, and as many of the Apaches dropped
from the saddle. The two remaiiling ones swung
their horses around, firing as they did so. But
their shots went wide of the mark, and before
they reached the woods Jim Dart and Arietta
fired, finishing them. The band that was ap..
proaching from the right yelled fiercely now and
fired a volley.
"Get a move o'n you, everybody," the you.ng
deadshot called out. "Here's a gully here, and
there seems to be a big rock of trees to shelter
us. I 1·eckon we have got to stand a siege for a
while. But one thing is certain. We must not
let the redskins get to us."
There was not one in the party who did not
know just what to <lo. The horses were quickly
drawn forward into a thicket, and then our
friends lost no time in hiding themselves behind
the trees and the big rock that Wild had mentioned. They could hear the clatter of the hoofa
in the distance, and they knew that the Apaches
were heading straight for them. Nearer came
the sounds, and then it was not long befor13 olll'
hiding friends could see the mounted warriors
riding along between the .trees. They were coming straight for the gully, and they looked as
though they meant to take to it and ride on
through until they came to their hiding foe.
Young Wild West quickly realized this, and
though he knew that if they remained perfectly
silent until the redskins got right close to them
they could make a fearful slaughter of them, he
did not wish to run the chance of doing so.
"Give it to them!" he exclaimed, in a low tone
of voice, though it was quite loud enough for all
hands to hear.
Wing, the cook, held a Tifle in his hand, and
Hop, who was hiding behind a tree, calmly puffed
away at a cigar. The clever Chinee1 though
not a good shot with a firmarm, was very handy
with bombs and cracke1·s. The command had
no sooner left the lips of Young Wild West
when seven rifles cracked. Wild and his partners fired three times before the Indians drew
back out of sight, while all the rest got as many
as two shots -in. Probablv there was not over
o::ne or two who missed at all.
"I reckon they don't like that very much, boys,"
observed our hero, as he nodded to Charlie and
Jim. "There were about thirty of them coming,
but I know there can't be more than twenty who
are getting away. "I'll bet a doezn of 'em went down," the scout
declared, a grim smile showing upon his face.
"They won't come again like that, an' you kin bet
on it. 'J;'hey'll come sneakin' up like snakes In
ther grass now, so we've got ter be on ther
watch."
"Well, Charlie, while · they are getting ready
to sneak up here I reckon we may as well mount
and go on our way. They will probably follow
us, but I reckon they won't come close enough
to do us any harm. What do we care i;.hout a
score of redskins, anyhow?"
The boy spoke as coolly as though tt was
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mere play they had been going tluough, and
he now stepped over to a thicket whel'e t.he
horses were, regardless of the fact that he might
be exposing himself to be shot at the Indians,
if there were any of them watching. The rest
were not long in mounting, too, and then urging
the two Chinamen al1ead with the pack-horses,
they made their way from the gully and pushed
on through the woods, being careful to go at a
walk, so they might possibly get away quite a
distance without being heard by the Apaches.
When they were perhaps two hundred yards
from the spot they started forward at a gallop,
and sooo passed through the timber patch. Before them lay a l'Olling plain, while in the distance they could see a · low ridge that ran in a
sort of horseshoe shape. This was covered with
rocks and sparse timber.
"\\' e will keep right m1 towa1·d the north,"
said Young Wild West, resolutely. "That is the
way the silent scout ·wanted us to go, and I am
satisfied that there is something of importance
attached to his meaning."
"Right yer are, Wild," the scout answered, with
a smile.
They were easily a quarter of a mile from the
timbei·, when they discovered that they were
being pursued by the Apaches. The redskins
can:e out of the woods in a straggling form.
They were scattered along for two or three hundred yards, no two of them being any closer
together than fifty feet.
'·They won't keep in a bunch this time, boys,"
the young· deadshot said, as he nodded to his
partners. "They're going to be a little careful."
The Indians seemed to be satisfied to keep going along· rather slowly, for they dianot lessen
the distance between them until about ten
minutes had passed. Then those to the left and
right suddenly started forward at a gallop,
swinging the line in circles toward the fleeing
party.
"You watch to the left, and I'll look out for
the right, Jim," Cheyenne Charlie said, as he
J1eld his rifle ready- to shoot.
Dm·t nodded, and then they rode on, allowing
their horses free rein. Wile! and Arietta were
assisting the Chinamen to get the pack-horses
along, and it was only occasionally that the
young deadshot turned to look at the Indians.
He knew pretty well that his two partners we:re
not going to let them do much in the way of
shooting before they fired themselves. Suddenly
the redskin off to the left raised his rifle to take
a shot. Jim Dart did not wait a second. Crang: t
fJis ·winchester spoke, and as the report sounded
t1'ie Apache threw up his arms and dropped k•
the ground, his horse galloping away in fright.
The one on the right was now leaning so low
upon his horse that his head and the upper portion of his body was concealed by the animal's
neck. But the scout was watching him, and
when he suddenly saw him raise a little, and the
muzzle of a revolver appeared over the neck of
the galloping pony, his Winchester flew to his
shoulder. Crang! As the report rang out the
por.y made a leap in the air and fell to the
ground, crushing the rider in the fall.
"I 1·eckon I got 'em both!" he exclaimed, in
triumph. "I couldn't see ther redskin's head, but

l put ther bullet rl'ght through ther pony's necic.

If that '•didn't fetch him, he got crushed, anyhow, so it's all right."
More shots were fired by the rest of the band,
though they did n<lt attempt to lessen the di&=°"'
tance between them and the fugitives.
"We've got them all right now, boys," said
Young Wild West, in his cool and easy way.
"I reckon we can slacken our pace a little. They'll
keep on coming until they discover that we've
done so, and then we can give them a few shots.
Make every shot tell, too."
The boy knew pretty well that if the packhorses were urged as they had been since the
start_ from th~ woods, they would soon begin
to give out, smc~ the loads they carried made
it ha1·d for them to proceed. A word from him
caused the Chinamen to slacken their pace, and
then all hands dropped down to a slower gait.
Th_e Indians came right on, and they must have
gamed a full hundred yards before they discove1·ed what_ our friends were up to. Then they
suddenly split and rode off to the right and
left, as though they intended so surround the
palefaces.
"Give it to them!" Young \Vild West cried
suddenly. "Be careful and don't any of yo~
shoot the same redskin."
Six shots rang out, making almost one loud report, and four of the Apaches dropped from the
saddle. Two had missed, and it was easy to
guess that they must be Anna and Eloise who
no doubt were a little nervous under the ~train
they had been put to. But Charlie and Jim
quickly made ~p for them, for they each fired
another shot, and then the redskins turned and
rode back toward the woods.
"Now then, we can take it easy for a while I
reckon," observed Wild. "Let the horses co-:ne
down to a walk, Hop."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and soon they were
all going along slowly.
The Apaches did not go all the way back to
the woods, but as our friends widened the distance between them they saw them riding around
and gathering in the dead. For two hours our
friends continued on their way, and at the end
of that time they suddenly came upon a fresh
trail that showed that probably a hundred India:1s had gone that way not many hours before.
This was a little surprising to Young Wild West,
for he. figured that there were not quite as many
of them on the war-path as that. But when he
found that the trail led almost due north it was
easy fo1· him to guess why the silent scout wanted
him to go in that direction. It was a little before
noon when they reached the top ,o f the ridge
which now loomed up lal'gely, though it had
looked to be but a small rise from the di:stance.
~ "I reckon now will be as good a time to rest
and eat as any other," said Wild. "While Wing
is cooking something for dinner, Charlie and I
will do a little scouting. Come on, Charlie."
Near the spot where they had halted was a
trickling stream of water, and toward this they
now made their way.
"Go ahead and g·et something ready to eat,
Wing."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," the cook replied
and then :l.~aving their horses with the rest, Wild.
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and Charlie began climbing the rather steep as- himself, he went tumbling down directly toward
cent before them. Slowly but surely they work- the Apache chief a:rid his advisers.
ed their way toward the top of the high piece
of ground. At length they reached the top, and
~ en as they looked over upon the other side they
CHAPTER IV.-Wild Sets Out To Rescu&
saw an almost level stretch of ground that looked
Charlie.
like a prairie, though it was of a sandy nature,
and the grass grew in thin patches, being of a
The unexpected mishap to Cheyenne Charlie
brownish yellow for lack of rain to feed its roots.
They could easily see where the opening. in the was so surprising to Young Wild West that he
ridge came to be, and as they leaned forward was unable to render him the least assistance.
and peered over they suddenly saw horses picking Of course those near the spot heard the rattling
away at the scant grass that grew at the, edge of of the dirt and stones, and when they saw a
white man sliding down toward them, unable to
a patch of chaparral.
a rush
"Ah!" exclaimed the young deadshot, as he stay his progress, a yell sounded :fnd
him a prisoner. The chief's
placed his hand on the scout's arID:, "I reck~n was made to make
suddenly broken up, and
there are redskins down there, Charlie. We will consultation had been
first to lay his hands upon
have to creep along a little to the left, and then he was one of the
the unfortunate scout, who still clung to his rifle
we will get a better view."
in his descent upon them. The weapon was quickIn two or three minutes they managed to make ly ·w renched from his hand, and then before l:te
their way along to a spot from which they could could lay hands upon one of_ his revolvers, he was
look almost straight down, and then they found rendered helpless.
themselves gazing upon a · band of redskins that
"You have got me, redskins," he said, as he
...(must have numbered easily a hundred.
ceased his struggles. "I don't expect ter come
"There they are, Charlie," said our hero, in down here in jest that way, but it can't be
his cool and easy way. "Now then, I reckon we helped. Yer better go a little easy, though, as
have got to use a little caution. I suppose there there's a whole lot of soldiers not far from here."
is no other way of getting to the other side of
Wild gave a nod of satisfaction when he heard
this ridge, unless we ride for miles. I reckon these words from the scout. Quiet was quickly
which
out
find
to
is
now
do
can
we
thing
the best
restored, and while this was being done, Charlie,
way this band is heading and what they mean :who was only slightly bruised from his unexto do.'
pected tumble, was dragged over to the blanket
"That's· what's ther matter!" the scout ex- the chief had been sitting upon when the unexclaimed, quickly. "Come on. We'll sneak down pected had happened. Meanwhile Young Wild
a little an' it won't take us long to git where West had not made a move to leave the spot.
we kin hear 'em talkin'. I kin see ther chief He was so close to them that he surely was in
of ther band over there. He's holdin' a little great danger, for should any of them come up
pow-wow with some of ther other big guns of that way to see if there was anyone with the
prisoner when he took the tumble, they would
ther tribe."
Suiting the action to the words, Young Wild have discovered him in no time. But Wild never
West started cautiously to descend the steep once thought of the danger he was in. His partthe hands
place. But they went slo:wly down, and in about ner had been unfortunate to fall into
to leave
five minutes they had reached the top of an al- of the Apaches, and he ~was not the onethe
scout
most perpendicular cliff, that was scarcely fifty him now. But he soon found that
life,
his
losing
of
danger
immediate
no
in
was
As
camp.
Indian
the
of
edge
very
.,feet above the
they turend an angle of the rocky wall they for though they were much elated at having made
~uddenly came to a place that could be descende~ him a prisoner, the redskins did· not offer to
quite easily. It was a sort of path, it seemed, even abuse him.
"Where paleface come from?" the chief deand satisfied that it would be safe for them to
get a little closer, Young Wild West 1RJdded to manded, after he had silenced the excited braves.
"I ·come from up there, chief," Charlie anthe scout to follow him. Down went the boy until he was within about forty feet of the old chief swei-ed, for he was now quite cool. "I was watchand his group of warriors. They were all sitting in' yer ter see what was goin' on here when a
upon the ground, while near them a fire was being blamed cedar tree pulled out by ther roots an' I
started by one of the squaws. No doubt prepara- come tumblin' down here. You kin bet I didn't
tions were being made to cook the noonday meal. come on purpose, though."
"Ugh I Paleface man heap much fool."
The Indians were talking in guttural tones,
"Yes, I know it. I oughter made sure that
but they were so low that it was only now and
then that the two listeners could catch anything ther blamed cedar tree w~uldn't give way," and
of what they said. Wild and Charlie understood the scout actually grinned.
"Paleface -feel like laugh!" queried the chief,
the Apache language fairly well. But at the expiration of five minutes they had not learned frowning darkly. "Pretty soon he will cry, for
Red Elk will burn him at the stake, the sam~
anything that was of any value to them.
"Suppose we get a little closer down, Wild?" as ·his forefathers did to the palefaces."
"Oh, I reckon you won't kill me, Red Elk,"
suggested the scout, in a low whisper.
At the same time he took hold of a cedar to Charlie retorted, assuming a boldness that he did
steady himself while he moved down the little not actually feel. You don't dai-e t.er do the r
path. But as he put his weight upon the cedar same things as ther Injuns used ter do. There's
it suddenly irave way. and before he could catch too many soldiers an' other palefaces for that.
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You have jest broke out from ther reservation as he brought Spitfire to a halt and looked off
ter have a high old time, an' when yer find out to the 1·ight he saw the band moving away, the
that things arn't goin' ycur way you'll be mighty ponies at an easy canter. It was fully ten
glad ter surL·ender an' come bac'k ag'ain."
minutes before the band disappeared from view,
"Where are the soldiers?" demanded Red Elk, and then the young deadshot gave the word to
almost fiercely.
proceed.
,,-·
"They'il be along putty soon," and Charlie
"Now then," said he, as he shot a glance behind
jerked his head toward the narrow path that him, "I reckon we have got to go rather slowly.
came through the ridge.
"I want you all to keep a watch behind, for there
Whether or .not the old chief agreed with him is where the trouble is likely to come from."
in all he said, he at once gave orders to move
They did keep a sl1arp watch, but it was not
from the spot. Once the alarm had been sound- until they had proceeded along the trail made by
ed the lndians ran for the ponies and hustled, Red Elk and his band for about an hour that
gathering up the meat and other things they had they saw anything to cause alarm. A lone Apache
been about to cook, the squaws joining in the had suddenly appeared behind them at a distance
hustle to vl:lcate the camping spot. The boy of nearly a mile. But the moment he saw he was
lingered long enough to see Charlie placed upon observed he turned and galloped back out of
the back of a pony and securely tied there, and view.
then watched the entire band as they hurriedly
"That's all right," said Wild, coolly, "I reckon
left the spot. He shook his head a little sadly, he'll go back and tell his followers where we are.
and then turned and made his way to the top of No doubt they are all surprised to find out that
the ridge as fast as he could. Once there it did Red Elk has changed his position. We are now
not take him a great while to irnt down at the getting into a sort of risky position, I reckon.
other side.
We have a big band of redskins ahead of us, and
"W ·11, Jim;" s.aid he, as he met Dart, "I have about seven or eight fellowing us. I wonder
been compelled to come- back home. There are what has become of the silent scout?"
over seventy redskins over there, and they have
"I think he must have gone to look for the "
got some squaws and children with· them, as well cavalrymen, Wild," Arietta answered, quickly.
as a lot of dogs. They are well equipped, too.
They continued on over the rolling stretch of
Unfortunately, Charlie met ·with an accident, land. As another hour passed they found they ,
and he is now in their power."
were heading for a more rocky portion, which
"What's that, \Vild !" Dart answered, excitedly. was thinly covered in patches with sparse vegeta"How did it happen?" ,
,
tion: Nothing more was seen of the pursuing
Anna, having heard the boy's words, came for- Apaches, and finally the sun neared the line of
wa1·d, her face as pale as death.
the western horizon. Darkness could not come
too quickly to suit Young- Wild West now. He
"They have got Charlie, Wild?" she said.
"Yes, but take it easy, Anna. They didn't know that the band of Indians could not be more
hutt him, anyhow, and I reckon they never will, than two miles ahead of them, for since they
for I don't mean to let them. Take it cool, had struck the rocky and uneven stretch of land
they had proceeded at a faster pace. He knew
everybody."
Then he quickly related just what had hap- just about how fast a band of Indians could
pened, not forgetting to tell. them what he }iad travel, for they were even more handicapped
heard the chief say. It was not the first time than our friends were themselves. Some of the
that Cheyenne Charlie had been captured by In- ponies were equipped with long poles that dragchans, so after a while his wife calmed herself ged behind them, carrying the tepees and supas well as she could, for she relied upon Young plies, and but slow progress could be made. Just
Wild West to save him from a death of torture. as it got good and dark they reached a spot that
The meal that had been prepared by the Chinese just suited the purpose, and then Young Wild ,.;
rook was a cold one, and Wild advised that they West ordered a halt, and told them to take it easy
all e~t, since they had plenty of thime. They all until he returned.
did eat pretty well, with the exception of the , "Now then, Hop," said he, turning to the clever
scout's wife and Eloise, who was one of the timid Chinee, "you come with me. We have got a big
sort of girls, and now sympathy for Anna caused job on hand, and it must be attended to as soon
her to lose her appetite. Jim and Hop Wah had as possible."
"Allee light, l\,risler Wild,'' was the reply, anJ
been keeping a watch over the back trail, and
both declared that not a sign of the Indians who then the two quickly disappeaL·ed from view m
had been pursuing them had been seen. When the gathering darkness.
they we1·e ready to start upon the trail of Red
Elk and his band, Wild mounted his sorrel stallion and rode off ahead.
CHAPTER V.~Charlie Disappears From the
"Let me go through first," he advised. "It may
Apache Camp.
be that Red Elk might have left some of his
braves behind to watch the paths."
Young Wild West rode on through the darkSlowly he made his way through the narrow
gut, and as he came to the other side he broug·l·.t ness, followed at a short distance by Hop Wah,
the sorrel to a halt and listened. But not a the clever Chinee. Over a rather steep hill the
, ouin.d could he hear that would indicate that two rode, and then the course lay downward tothere was anyone at the other side, so he sud- ward a comparatively level stretch that was
denly started the horse at a gallop and rode on rather thickly wooded. The sorrel stallion had
through. None of the Indians were there, and been trained to follow a fresh trail, so it was not
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necessary for the boy rider to look for the way bushes the young deadshot motioned for the
to proceed. For over a mile our hero and the Chinaman to follow him, and they crept quickly
Chinaman continued on their way, and then just across the opening, taking the risk of being
as they reached the edge of a sort of natural caught should the sentinel turn and come back.
clearing they beheld tile light from some fires But fortunately this did not happen, and soon the
that were burning probably two hundred yards two were concealed in the chaparral that grew
distant. Young Wild West instantly came to a in a strip almost across the entire front of the
Indian camp.
halt.
In five minutes from the time they had passed
"Hop," said he, in a low tone of voice, "the
the guard line, Young Wild West was taking it
redskins are right over there."
"Lat light, Misler Wild," the Chinaman an- easy behind a big 1·ock less than a hundred feet
swered, with a nod of his head. "Me see Ul}1 fro1'1 the big tepee that was occupied by Red Elk,
fires, so be. Now len, we havce bully uppee and the chief. Near this was fl big pile of brushwood
savee Misler Charlie."
with a tree rising from the cent.er. It was easy
"You have got that right, Hop. We will go a for the young deadshot to guess that this was
little further ahead, and then leave the horses to be the funeral pyre of Cheyenne Charlie,
and go the rest of the distance on foot. I want though he could not see anything of the scout.
you to get your fireworks ready, for I am going But four Indians were walking slowly around the
to depend upon you to make it possible for me to pile, and he knew pretty well that Charlie was
get Charlie away from the Apaches."
there. But in order to see him one must get
"Me undelstand, Misler Wild."
around furthe1· toward the other side. He paused
The Chinaman did understand, too, for it was long enough to tell Hop to be very careful, and
not the first time he had assisted in rescuing a then once more he crept forward. Right into
the open spot the daring boy went, and soon he
captive from the hands of lawless Indians.
"We must c1·eep up through the lines and get was directly behind the large tepee. He almost
right close to the camp," went on our hero, in a brushed it with his elbow as he crept forward.
whisper. "When I am ready I will tell you just When he had just about passed it he paused and
what I want to do. You carry out the instruc- waited for Hop to come. Then JJlacing his lips
tions, and I will guarantee you that I will do the close to the Chinaman's ear, he whispered:
"You stay right here, Hop, and when you hear
rest."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," the Chinaman an- me give the hoot of an owl twice, I want you to
swered, as he drew forth two or three curious begin your work in a hurry. You see the pile
looking packets from one of the pockets of his of brushwood over there?"
"Me see, Misler Wild," the Chinaman answered,
loose-fitting bfouse.
•
The two rode dangerously close to the camp, with a nod.
which could be seen quite plainly as they drew · "Well, I have an idea that Charlie is to be
a little nearer. Leaving the horses a: the mouth burned right there. What I am going to do is to
of a little gully, where they could hardly be find out for sure. Probably I won't come back
seen by any of the redskins who might be prowl- here, so if you hear the signal you will know
ing about on guard duty, Wild dropped upon his that he is there, and that is the point we both
hands and knees and began working his way must make for. After you have set off your
through the thicket. Hop kept close at his heels; fireworks I want you to run in a straight line
he moved as cautiously as the boy, for he had put for the horses."
"Me gittee velly muchee move on, Misler Wild."
in quite a little experience in that line, and had
been an apt pupil, indeed. Our hero could tell
The young deadshot was well satisfied that Hop
pretty well where the Indian sentinels would be needed no further instructions, so he crept along,
likely to be found, and as he neared the opposite and soon was forced to make the turn where the
end of the clearing, where the bushes were thick- cliffs came together. He did not have to go very
er, he paused and listened. He motioned for Hop far behind the rocks, for he found that what he
to come up, and then picked his way carefully expected was right. Tied to a rather stout tree
along until he came to a short open stretch. Less 1n an upright position was Cheyenne• Charlie, the
than a hundred feet further and the edge of the bushwood heaped all around behind him and
camp could be reached. The fires were burning party before him, so his head and shoulders could
in various places throughout the camp, and it be plainly seen. The four braves guarding the
could be seen that the squaws were busy cooking prisoner stalked about with measured tread, while
meat, while here and there a steaming pot could the chief sat upon a big bear-skin, smoking his
be seen. This told our hero that the Apaches pipe. Near him sat four redskins, who, by the
had not been long settled there, since they had not fe~thered head-dresses they wore, Wild guessed
to be minor chiefs of the tribe. Occasionally one
yet eaten their supper.
Before attempting to cross the open spot the of. them woul~ speak, directing his gaze upon the
boy looked carefully on either side of him. It chief as he did so. But Red Elk did not cease
was well he did this, though of course he was smoking, nor even made a grunt to show that he
bound to take such a p1·ecaution, for suddenly he paid the least attention.
aw a silent figure stalking that way. As the
There was no chance for the boy to creep forfigure drew nearer he made out the blanketed ward and attempt to rescue the scout just then.
form of an Indian walking along, a rifle over In order to do this he would have to pass right
lds shoulder. Closer came the sentinel, appar- through a group of Apaches who were sitting
ently bent on nothing further than killing time. about waiting for their evening meal. While the
He went right on past the watching two, and boys was taking in the scene a dog came prowlu soon as he had disappeared behind a clump of ing that way. The boy knew that if the ani-
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mal discovered him it would bark and thus sound
the alarm that someone was near. He crouched
behind a rock in silence, and kept his eyes fixed
upon the animal, which, with its nose to the
ground, was coming nearer all the time. It almost seemed as though the animal had scented
the approach of the daring young paleface, for
it kept on coming that way, and the next thinv;
our hero knew the dog had paused within two
feet of him. It happened that there was a ray
of light coming that way from the fire, and Wild
fastened his gaze upon the eyes of the dog. Hti
did no move his body in the least, but stared
fixedly at the dog until finally it dropped its
tail and skulked away, completely cowed.
"Well that's a whole lot better than using my
knife a~yhow," Wild thought. "I don't even like
to hu'rt a ,dog when he has done nothing to me_."
With the dog out of the way, the boy agam
turned his attention toward the helpless scout.
As many as twenty Indian braves were scattered
about on the level ground between him and the
prisoner. But he was resolv~d to get to his ~ide
as soon as Hop started his fireworks gomg.
Thinking that it was just as good a time now as
it would be later on, Wild gave the ,signal. The
cry had· scarcely died away when a loud explosion sounded right near the pile of brushwood. Bang-bang! Two lessei· explosions ra_ng
out, and then the air seemed to be filled with
dazzling sparks of red and green.
A cloud of smoke settled upon the spot, too, and
yelling in fear, the Indians ran wildly about,
trying to get away from it. Young Wild We~t,
knife in hand, bounded lightly toward the pile
of fagots, though he could not see anY.thing more
than a few hurrying forms going in all directions. But he had located the spot well in his
mind, and with wonderful quickness he reached
it. Pulling a side some of the bush, he felt for
the scout. His hands came in contact with the
tree, but try as he might he could not get hold
of Charlie's form. The prisoner was not there!
Much mystified, the young deadshot walked entirely around the tree, pushing aside the bru sh
as he did so. He was sure he had made no mi stake, for there was• no other tree with brush
piled around it.• He dropped to the ground and
felt there, and then as his hands came in contact with a piece of rope it occurred to him that
.someone had been ahead of him, and had released Charlie. Meanwhile it seemed as though
pandemonium had broken loose in the Apache
camp. The guttural cries of the braves and the
thrill shrieks of the squaws, together with the
screaming of the children and barking of dogs,
made the night hideous. The smoke was gradually drifting away now, and satisfied that Charlie had escaped in some way, Wild made up his
mind to get away from the camp.
But as he thrust his head from behind the
brush he saw half a dozen braves running
1traight toward the tree. Instinctively he pulled
himself back and lay close to the ground, completely hiding himself from their view. Up they
came, and when they discovered that there was
no prisoner there, they yelled fiercely and danced
up and down like the savages they were. Then
Red Elk hastene,1 to the spot himself.
·"Ugh!" he exclaimed. '·Palefaces come make

big noise and plenty smoke. Then they cut other
palefaces loose and he git away. Go ketchquick."
As Wild heard these words spoken in rather
bad English, he chuckled softly to· himself. Wild
knew he was in a desperate position, for it wa,,
more than likely that Hop had reached the horses
by this time, and he would not be there to assist
him to get away. But he did not get the least
nervous or excited, and waited for the opportunity that he felt sure would some sooner or
later.
CHAPTER VI.-The Silent Scout Shows His
Cleverness.
It was a tedious journey to Cheyenne Charlie,
but since the Apaches did not offer to harm him
any, though they taunted him now and then, he
managed to put up with it fairly well. Red Elk
knew just about where he wanted to go, and he
kept the band on the move, so he could reach the
camping spot by nightfall. It was just as darkness came on that they arrived there, and then
the chief passed the word for the tepees to be
erected, since he decided to remain there until
he found out where the soldiers were. The help•
less scout was led to a tree close to the big tepee
of the Apachee chief, and bound securely to it.
Then Red Elk gave orders to gather dry brushwood and pile it around him, so it would be ready
to ignite at any time.
These preparations did not have a pleasing
effect upon Charlie, for he knew quite well that
if the pile was set on fire it would take but a
few seconds to finish him. The flames and smoke
would quickly overcome him, and then it would
be all over. But never once did he doubt that
Young Wild West would come to the rescue, and
it wa upon this hope that he stood it out bravely.
By the time it was dark and the fires had been
lighted in various parts of the camping spot,
Charlie had become somewhat composed, for it
occurred to him that now was the time for nim
to keep his wits about him, since it was quite
likely that Wild had been waiting until da1·kne3s
set in before he did anything. He kept scannmg
the woods and bru sh about the camp as far as
his eyes could reach. The minutes flitted by, and
the four redskins who were guarding him walked
around the big pile of brushwood, talking in low,
guttural tones, and ever and anon casting a
glance at him as they came around before him.
The sounds made by the voices of the braves
and squaws and the barking of the dogs were not
music to Cheyenne Charlie, but it seemed that
they sounded more disgusting to him just then
than they had ever done before.
"That old galoot of a chief is likely ter take a
notion ter set this brush on fire at any ~time,"
he thought. "I s'pose he'll wait till he gits filled
in with some of ther dog-meat them squaws is
·cookin' over there. Then he'll light his pipe an'
most likely set down an' watch me burn up.
Well, I reckon he'll never see that, 'cause ·wild
won't allo wit. He ain't ther boy. ter go back on
me no matter if he has ter run right through
ther bunch of 'em an' cut me loose. No, I ain't
goin' ter die yeti"
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As the captive scout came to this conclu,,ion
there was a loud explosion not far from him.
He knew right away who had caused it, and nis
heart gave a bound. He had some difficulty in
keeping from uttering a shout. But knowrng
that it would do him no good, he remained s1le11t
and waited for what would happen. Bangbang ! Two more explosions sounded, and then
he could not see anything for the smoke. Two
seconds later a hand touched him, and then he
heard the unmistakable sounds of a knife cutting something. The next instant the bonds that
bound him to the tree fell to the P'round. Cheyenne Charlie was free! A hand gripped his arm
and pulled him away.
"All right, Wild," he said, in a low tone of
voice, and then he ran for 'his life.
So close did he keep to his rescuer that he
could dimly discern his form as he ran ahead of
him. But the smoke kept him from seeing who
it was, though he firmly believed it to be Young
Wild West. Twenty feet away from the tree he
collided with one of the Indians, and as he diJ
so he swung his fist and caught him on the side
of the head, sending him in a heap to the ground.
But Charlie ran right on, and the next moment
he found '.himself in a thick growth of busiles
that was nearly as high as his head. Again a
hand seized him by the arm and pulled him forward.
"I'm comin', Wild," he said, in a whisper.
TheTe was no reply, and then it dawned upon
him that possibly it was not the young deadshot,
after all. But it made no difference. He was
making his escape, and he felt that it was Wild's
planning that had caused it. Through the thicket
he went into the patch of woods where the trees
were scattered somewhat. Then as a gleam of
starlight fell upon his rescuer }ae gave a start
and exclaimed:
"Great gimlets, it's ther silent scout!"
The ng_ure ahead beckoned him to come on, so
he started forward again, and running swiftly
through the woods, soon had the satisfactio.n of
seeing a horse standing beneath a tree. Charlie
knew what to do, and as the silent scout leaped
upon the animal's back, he was not long in
mounting behind him. Then away went the tough
broncho through the woods, the yells of the redskins ringing in the scout's ears.
"You done that mighty slick," Charlie said,
when they had covered perhaps a hundred yards.
"I reckon yer know your business putty well, even
if you can't talk. But thunder I I forgot. You
can't hear, either! There ain't no use in me sayin' a word."
Of course this companion paid no attention to
him. He was urging the broncho on, and once
they were clear of the woods he swung around
sharply to the left, and then Charlie knew that
he was making for the back trail. But in spite
of himself he kept making remarks as the swiftfooted animal went on with its double burden.
The yells were dying out now, for they were getting so far away from the Indian camp that they
could hardly hear them. Suddenly they ceased
altogether, and then Charlie breathed a sigh of
relief, for he felt that there was now no danger
of his being recaptured. When perhaps a mile
llad been placed between them and Red Elk's
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• the silent scout brought his horse to a halt
camp,
and turned to Charlie and motioned for him to
dismount. This the scout quickly did, and then
his companion slipped to the ground beside him.
"Where's Wild?" Charlie asked, again forget•
ting himself.
The deaf mute shook ' his head.
"Great gimlets! I reckon he don't know. Could
it have been him what set off ther big crackers?
No. That was Hop, I''m sartin of it."
Paying no attention to him whatever, his com-r
panion dropped upon hi.s knees and began feeling
about the ground. Charlie knew what he was
doing, and he quickly knelt beside him.
"He's lookin' ter find out whether Wild an'
ther rest come this way, I s'pose," he muttered.
"But there ain't -0ne of them Injun ponies what's
shod, so I s'pose he's lookin' for ther tracks of
ther horses what is."
The ground was pretty soft, and Charlie took
the risk of lighting a match. But he had scarce•
ly lighted it when it was struck from his hand
by his companion.
"Thunder! You needn't git so mad a"bout it,"
Charlie retorted. "I reckon there ain't no Injuns
close enough ter see ther light."
The silent scout crept along for a short dis•
tance, and then arose with a satisfied nod. He
was just about to turn to his horse when the
hoot of an owl repeated quickly sounded nea1; at
hand. Cheyenne Charlie gave a start. He knew
that either Wild or Jim Dar~ had uttered the
sound, so he quickly answered. The next minute
a form appeared. Charlie's companion quickly
raised his revolver as though to shoot, but he
was too quick for him.
"Hold on! J reckon that's a friend," he said.
"Hello, Charlie!" said a voice, and then the
scout knew who it was.
"Come on, Jim. Everything is all right. Mo
an' that deaf mute feller is here. He got me
away all right."
"He got you away, eh?" exclaimed Dart, in
astonishment, as he stepped up to them.
The silent scout gave a nod of pleasure, and
at once gripped the boy's hand.
"Yes, it was him what done ther trick. When
them fir_e -works was set off at ther Injun camp
he got ter me in a jiffy, an' it didn't take him
more than a second ter cut ther ropes what had
me tied to ther tree. Old Red Elk was gittin'
ready ter burn me alive, but I reckon he didn't
do it."
"Where is Wild and Hop?" Jim asked.
"Ain't seen nothin' of 'em."
"Well, they started out to rescue you. It was
Hop who set -0ff his fireworks. of course. I reckon
the silent scout must have got ahead of Wild.
Probably he has been lying around the camp
waiting for a chance to save him."
"That's about there size of it, I s'pose, but
there ain't no use askin' him. I've been talkin'
like a fool right a!ong, 'cause I'd forgit myself
every,imce in a while, yer know. It's too bad he
can't hear an' tailf:, ain't it?"
"It certainly is, Charlie. But it's, all right, I
am satisfied. He was waiting for a chance to
save you, and when Hop set off his crackers he
was right on hand. Come on; we will 11:0 ovtli"
to where the girls are waiting. It is not far
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from here. I heal'd you coming, and wh~n I
It was the second time she bad greeted him
found that you came to a halt here I started to that way, and when Charlie kissed her on the
find out who it was. I had an idea that it wa5 forehead she seemed to be delighted. But Eloise
Wild."
was now uneasy. She did not like the idea of
"I had an idea it was Wild what set me loose, Jim taking the risk of going to the Apaches. But
too, but I found out ther difference when I got she knew very well that someone must go to look
in ther woods an' seen it was ther silent scout. for Wild and Hop, so she did not say anything.
But it's all right. I hape Wild makes out all Arietta was perfectly cool, a,nd had been right
right. Maybe he don't know I was saved."
along, for she placed the utmost dependence upon
"Well, we will wait a while, and if he does not the abilities of her dashing young lover.
show up pretty soon we will have to go anl! look
"Don't be alarmed, Eloise," she said, quietly.
for him, that's all." .....
"I am satisfied that they will all turn up all
By signs Jim managed to make the _deaf mute i;ight. Wild is no doubt puzzled at the disapunde1·stand that Young Wild West and one of pearance of Charlie, and when he knows that he
the C4).namen had crept up to the Indian camp is no longer in the redskin camp he will show
for the purpose of rescuing Charlie. It was not up."
very hard for him to do this, for the man was
"I wish I could keep as calm as you, Arietta,"
very apt at understanding signs. The silent said Eloise. "But I can't, so what is the use of
scout took his horse by the bridle, and then Jim talking. You never seem to be afraid, no matter
led the way to the little hollow where the girls what happens."
'
.
and Wing Wah were waiting anxiously. When
"There is no use in being afraid, because that
he got there and saw that our hero and Hop was never did any one any good yet."
missing, Robins, as his name appeared on the
"That's jest as true as anything as was ever
piece of paper he had, gave a nod, and the,1 said," said Cha1·1ie. "Jest keep up your nerve,
pointed in the direction of the Apache camp. all of yer. Things looks a little bit bad jest now,
Jim got him in the starlight, and then went but everything will turn out all right, see if u
through the pantomine of lighting_ something don't."
and hurling it away, at the same time clapping
Jim, saw that the silent scout was going to take
his hand lightly and opening his mouth to in- his horse, so he quickly saddled and mounted his
dicate a loud noise. The silent scout gave a nod. own. Then the two left the camp without furThen Jim pointed to Wing and shook his head, ther delay. Dart was pretty sure that tht'!re
at the same time nodding toward the spot where must be some of the Apaches skulking around
the redskins were.
somewhere, for they would surely come in search
That settled it. The silent scout understood it of the escaped prisoner. But he decided to let
all now just as well as if he had been able to the deaf mute have his way about it, so he simply
hear. He remained still for a while, and then rode along after him. Both horse!\ were kept at
pointing toward the stronghold of the redskins, a walk, and as tlYey neared the camp under the
he shook his head as though he was in doubt as cliffs they could hear the sounds of many voices
to what had happened to Young Wild West and
It occurred to Jim that something was up-there,
Hop. Jim gave a nod in the affirmative, and or otherwise they could not have heard the voices
then one in the negative, indicating that he was so far away. He rode alongside his companionl
thinking about the same way. Charlie had lost and tou<!hing him on the arm, pointed ahead ana
no time in supplying himself with a revolver shook his head. The silent scout gave a nod and
after reaching the rest of the party. Our friends then quickly dismounted. He hitche·d the bridle
always carried additional weapons with them, for rein to a bush near at hand, and then Jim simply
there was no telling when they might lose a · threw his over his horse's head and left the
rifle 01· revolver. It happened quite frequently, animal standing by the other.
so it was well to have extra ones on hand. When
His companion beckoned for him to come on,
he had loaded the chambers of the revolver the and the two walked stealthily ahead, and soon
scout turned to Jim and said:
reached the fringe of chaparral near the place
"Well, I reckon I'd better take this feller an' they were heading for. The silent scout straightgo an' look for Wild and Hop."
ened up and took a look. As many as fifty ot
"All right, Charlie, or you can stay here with the braves and squaws were dancing wildly about
the girls and 1 will do with him," was the reply. the big pile of brush that Charlie had been res"Well, I think I'd better go."
cued from. Jim gave a start, for he knew that
The silent scout must have understood what Wild must have been caught by the Apaches.
they were talking about, for he stepped forward, The Silent scout quickly caught him by the al!n
and })lacing his hand upon the scout's shoulder, and started him back toward the spot whci-e
pushed him back slightly, at the same time shak- they had left their horses. Running the risk of
ing his head. Then he turned to Jim and nodded being seen by the sentinels that must be stafor him to come on.
tioned somewhere about, the t wo ran hur-riedly
"Well, by thunder!'' exclaimed Cheyenne Char
through the woods.
lie. "He don't want me ter go with him. Well,
But nothing_interfered with them, and quickly
I s'pose he oughter have his own way, since it mounting their steeds, they turned and rode
was him what got me away from ther redskins. straight for the Indian camp. Just what the
Go ahead, then, Jim. I'll stay here with ther silent scout meant to do Jim Dart did not know,
gals."
but he had made up his mind to stick to him, and
"Of course you will, Charlie," his wife an- he was going to do it. Across the little clearing
swered, ap ci, .. <"'.aui:rht him about the neck with they rode at full speed, the yelling- that came
.her arms.
from the camp ahead of them drowning the noise
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made by their horses' hoofs. As they reached the
chaparral they were in time to see the old chief
of the band step toward the pile of brush, flourishing a flaming torch.
"They're going to burn Wild!" exclaimed Jim,
is face turning pale.
But the words had scarcely left his lips when
a brilliant red flash illumined the scene, and a
deafening report sounded. Then a cloud of smoke
arose. The silent scout beckoned for the boy
to follow him, and then dashed straight for the
heart of the camp at a gallop.

CHAPTER VIL-Wild Takes Charlie's Place.
Wild waited for fully ten minutes, and then
seeing that there was just one chance in fifty
of his making a break from the pile of brush and
reaching the shelter of the woods, he decided to
try it. With a revolver in either hand, he crept
from under the pile and then placed his right foot
forward ready to make the dash. He had seen
that as many as a score of redskins had started '
out on foot to reach for Charlie. But the rest
of the Indians had rnmained gathered near the
brush pile, and had now quieted down somewhat.
Red Elk was stalking back and forth before his
tepee, apparently undecided as to just what to do.
Frequently he had given orders to his braves,
and told them to find the escaped prisoner and
fetch him back. The old chief was talking in
guttural tones to two or three of his advisers
when Wild suddenly leaped forward and darted
for the cover of the woods that were but a hun,
dred feet distant. But it happened that one of the
Apaches saw him the very moment he appeared
from the brush pile, and a warning shout came
from the redskin's lips. Crack! Wild fired ' and
shot the Indian dead, but that only drew the
attention of the rest, and before he was half way
to the goal as many as a dozen of them fell upon
him and bore him to the ground, wrenching his
weapons from his hands.
"Well, it can't be helped; they've got me!" the
boy exclaimed, under his breath. "I suppose I
should have waited a little while, for I was safe
there. The chances are that they wouldn't have
bothered the pile of brush for some time to come.
I should have waited for Hop. He would probably
have helped me escape. But it's a11 right. I will
.
have to take my medicine, that's ' all."
The boy was as cool as an iceberg, and after
the first struggle he submitted quietly and was
soon bound with a stout thong. As soon as they
realized that another paleface had been captured
the Apaches seemed to forget about the one who
had escaped. Many of them no doubt recognized
the boy, for he had fought against them in more
than one campaign, when they had started out
in search of the scalps of the hated palefaces. It
seemed as though pandemonium had broken loose
in the Indian camp. The dogs barked louder than
ever, and the squawking voices of the squaws as
they raised their voices to a high pitch blended
hideously with the general screeching of the chil•
clren and papooses.
The braves. joined in giving a sort of wardance, a~cl they pounded the ground so hard that
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it seemed as though they were in danger of bruising their moccasined feet. But this was an old
thing to Young Wild West. He had experienced
all sorts of dangers among the various tribes,
and the ways of the Apaches were old to him. His
ankles were free, so he made no resistance as
his captors pulled him toward the chief's tepee.
Red Elk had been dancing about with the rest,
but when he saw the boy being led forward, he
quickly ceased his antics and put on a dignified
air. He stalk<!d majestically to the blanket that
lay before his tepee and then stood with folded
arms until Wild was led to him. Then for the
first time he seemed to recognize the captive.
"Ugh!" he exclaimed, gutturally. "Young Wild
West!"
"That's who I am, chief," was the cool retort.
"I 1·eckon I was a little too hasty, and you caught
me. But it's all right. You won't have me very
long. I am not in the habit of remaining a prisoner among such people as you are very Jong."
"Young Wild West heap much talk."
"Well, I know what I am talking about, chief.''
''Red Elk will burn the paleface boy alive. He
shall take the place of the man who got away."
"All right, Red Elk. Go ahead."
The boy's coolness surprised even the chief
himself. He looked at him in silence for a moment, and then exclaimed:
"Young Wild West will burn to death. He will
cry out for help, but no help will come. Red Elk
will see to it that his friends can't get to him.
The palefaces can shoot plenty, but Young Wild
West will die. Red Elk will set the fire himself."
"Well, you needn't be in any hurry about doing
it, Red Elk," said Wild, in his cool and easy
way. "I am in no hur,mr to be roasted. Just take
it easy for a ·while."
Nearly all the Apaches could understand what
the boy said, and many were the guttural exclamations that came from them. It no doubt
seemed to them rather strange that the captive
should show so much coolness when there seemed
to be not one chance in a thousand of his escapi~g the. vengeance they purposed to wreak upon
him.
"C~n Y:ou fight, R~d Elk?" Wild asked, hoping
to gam time by keepmg u_p a conversation.
"Ugh I Me great chief. Me fight plenty palefaces. Take many scalps," was the reply.
"You're very strong and quick, I suppose?"
"Red Elk is as strong as the grizzly bear,
and he is as quick as the antelope," came the
proud boast.
"All right, I am only a paleface, boy. But I
will fi,ght you with knives. If I kill you I will
go free. If you kill me, you can burn my body.
Red Elk, if you are not a coward you will fight
me."
"Ugh!" and a cunning smile showed itself upon the painted visage of the old chief. - "Youn~
Wild West heap much bluff. Red Elk no fight.'
"Well, I knew you wouldn't. You are afraid
I would kill you, Red Elk.''
Again the chief laughed, for it was evident
that he knew the captive was simply ti·ying to
get a chance for his life.
. "If you are afraid to fight me with knives,
maybe one of your braves would like to try it."
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As Wild said this he shot a glance at those
gathered about him. Several grunts came to his
ears, but no one offered to accept the challenge.
Finding that it was useless to try in that way
to get his hands free, Wild strove hard to think
of some otbe.r way to get the best of his captors.
"Red Elk," said he, after a pause, "you da1:e
not kill me and yon know it. If you were to do 1t
it would mean sui-e death for you, sooner or
later. The best thing you can do is to set me
free, and then take your band and go to the
reservation. The soldiers will surely get you in
time, and when they find you they will shoot
you all down without mercy."
"Red Elk no afraid of paleface soldiers. Me
big chief, and me fight the palefaces and take
their scalps. Ugh!"
"All right, if you don't want to take my advice
go ahead with your game. If I have got to die
you will find that I will do it bravely."
"Young Wild West heap much bluff," the chief
retorted again.
"Well, you will find out how much of a bluff I
am before very long. I reckon you had better
sit down and smoke your pipe and think it over."
Then the boy coolly dropped to the ground and
sat upon the bearskin that Red Elk took so much
pride in sitting upon when holding his councils
/ with his favorite braves. There were so many
Indians about him that no doubt the two who
had led him forward thought it unnecessary to
keep their hands upon him, so the boy dropped
to the ground before they were really aware of
it. Red Elk looked at him curiously for the space
of a few seconds, and then sat down opposite him.
"Young Wild West want to talk?" he asked.
"Yes, I feel just like talking a little, Red Elk,"
was the reply. "I want to ,tell you what a big
mistake you have made in gathering your braves
together and leaving the reservation. You know
pretty well that there are many soldiers in these
parts, and it won't be very long before they come
and wipe you out."
"Red Elk no afraid of paleface soldiers," declared the chief, savagely.
"Well, you say so now, but when they get
after you good and hot you will change your tune,
I reckon . Now then, let me tell you something.
The Great Spirit of the palefaces will not let you
kill me. He will send down a thunderbolt from
the skies and kill you all if you try it."
Wild knew that the Apaches were of a very
superstitious race, and he was now trying to work
'-upon their fears.
"You know what happened a little wl1ile ago
when you had my friend tied to the tree over
there. You heard the loud reports, and saw the
smoke. He made his escape, and so will I, so you
had better let me go before anything happens.
The next time you will surely be killed."
Just the tinge of an uneasy look came over the
hideous, painted face of the old chief. He shrugged his shoulders and gave a grunt, and then the
old savage gleam came into his eyes again.
"Young Wild ·west has a crooked tongue," he
declared. "Red Elk is no afraid. His friends
throw powder into the fire and make plenty noise
and smoke. The- Great Spirit of the palefaces
no help."
':\:pe boy figured tha~ the on)y chance he had

now was in Hop being somewhere near. If he
was he felt certain that he would bring his
fireworks into play again, and thus aid him to get
away from the Apaches. But he had talked in
this strain until at last he was satisfied that he
would gain nothing but time. But that was what ~he wanted, for he feared that Hop might have
gone back to the rest of the party. thinking he
and Charlie would come on foot when they had
managed to elude the redskins. At last the chief
arose to his feet, and then he quickly ordered
those who were in charge of the p1·isoner to take
him_ to the tree and tie him to it. There was Il'.o
help for it, for with his hands bound tightly behind him Wild could do nothing. He submitted
to be led to the spot, and while he was being
bound securely to the tree he remained cool
and indifferent. When this had been accomplished to the satisfaction of Red Elk he gave orders
for the brush to be piled around the helpless boy.
Then he made a brief speech in his own language, calling upon the braves of his band save
those who were doing guard duty to come forward and join in a chance to celebrate the vengeance that was about to be put upon Young
Wild West. The dance began quickly, all the
inmates of the camp yelling themselves hoarse.
This kept up for a rather long time, but Wild
was all the more satisfied at this, for as has
been said befo1·e, it was time he was trying to
gain. But finally the end se~med near at hand,
for Red Elk stepped to the J,i,ght of the fire before
his tepee and ignited a torch of resinous pine.
He fanned this into a flame, and then stepped
toward the pile of brush. The critical moment
had now arrived, and Wild's heart almost ceased
to beat as he waited. But suddenly the unexpected happened. There came a sharp hiss from
the fire, and then the scene was lit up by a bright
red glare. Bang I A terrific explosi,on sounded,
and then the boy could see nothing for the smoke.
Hop Wah was on hand.
\

CHAPTER VIII.-The Escape.
Hop Wah had carried out Young Wild West's
instructions without a break. After the boy left
him he waited until the signal came, and then
he hurled the first explosive into the Indian
camp. Two others followed it, as has been recorded, and then the Chinaman watched to see
what would happen. From where he was he could
see things that others right upon the scene could
not. The Chinaman saw the silent scout as he
crept swiftly toward the spot where Charlie was
tied a prisoner to the tree. Though he had not
expected him to be there to assist in the rescue
the clever Chinee was not greatly surprised. On~
thing he did not do that Wild had told him to.
That was to go back to where the horses were
as soon as he had done his part of the work.
The appearance of the silent scout made the
Chinaman eager to see how things were going to
turn out, so he remained crouching in the bilshea
watching for all he was worth. As the smoke
cleared away enough for him to get a better
look he was astounded to see a form moving
efm~:mg the brush that 'was piled up .around the
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tree. The glare of the light from the fire fell soon somebody light bigee blaze. Len Misler Wild
full upon the scene, and in an instant Hop recog- allee samee gittee burnee. Me gottee do somethling velly muchee quickee."
nized the face of Young Wild West.
But the redskin refused to move...,until the chiet
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed, adopting a pet
phrase of Cheyenne Charlie. "Whattee Misler finally applied the torch to the brushwood. Then
Wild do lere? Um silent scout allee samee go he seemed to forget he was doing guard duty
Jere to gittee Misler Charlie. Lis velly muchee and hastened forward to witness the burning of
the paleface boy. Hop did not wait a second after
stlange, so be."
The next instant Wild disappeared under the he left the spot. He arose to his feet and ran
bushes, and the clever Chinee knew that he had forward at the risk of being seen, though he
hidden himself there for fear of being discovered stood a pr,etty good chance of succeeding, since
by the Apaches. That was quite enough to make all eyes were turned iy:ion the chief and thos&
who were dancing about the spot. Then it waa
Hop want to remain right where he was, and
taking the chances of being discovered by the that Hop let go the big cracker which caused the
Indians who were running wildly about, he crawl- scene to be illuminated with a red glare, and
ed a little further into the bushes and Jay flat then exploded with a loud 1·eport.
This was quickly followed by two smoke-balls:
upon the ground. In one hand he held a big
cracker, while the other clutched a match. Hop he had ready, and as the scene became enveloped
was resolved upon frightening any redskin who in a thick smoke he ran forward straight for the
came too close to him. He was lying so he could pile of dry brush which was now burning fiercelook through an opening in the bushes straight at ly. The Chinaman had laid his course well, and
the pile of brush, and satisfied that Wild had no . in spite of the smoke he reached the goal, thoug.n ·
chance of getting /away without being discovered, he came in contact with more than one frightened
Apache as he ran wildly about in the thick smoke.
he watched and waited.
The minutes flitted by. The Indians ran all Hop tore aside the brush and, knife in hand,
around him, but none chanced to come close forced his way to th'e tree.
"Me allee samee here, Misler Wild!'l he exenough to discover the hiding Chinaman. When
fifteen minutes had passed Hop was rather dis- claimed, in a whisper, and then he proceeded to
mayed to see two of the Indians riding on the sever the thongs that bound the boy to the tree.
The very instant he did this the clatter of
two horses that had been left by him and Wild.
The Apaches had found them and were no doubt ~oofs sou~ded. But neith_er he nor Wild had any
elated, since they were much better steeds than idea who 1t was approachmg, and Wild no sooner
felt the Chinaman's hand puJling his arm tha11
they were used to riding.
'·Lat v'elly muchee bad, so be," muttered the he turned and fled with him throuP"h the smoke.
Straight back for the place he had been hidin~
Chinaman, shaking his head. "Ley catchee Spit•
fire and my nicee horsee. Me havee bigee job so long Hop led the way, and just as the smoke
on hand, so be. Me gottee um two horses, so be. began to clear the two reached it and found a
Me velly smartee Chinee, but me gottee plenty refuge in the chaparr'al.
"Ley allee samee gittee um horses, Misler
work."
Having given vent to these thoughts in his own Wild," panted the clever Chinee.
"Is that so, Hop? W eJl, never mind. We'll
peculiar fashion, Hop settled down and continued
his vigil of the Indian camp. The result was that have to try and get them later. . I suppose we
he saw Wild's attempted escape and capture by had better light out."
Just then the young deadshot heard a shout.
the Indians. Just then .h e blamed himself for not
and then as he turned his eyes in the direction
having acted before.
"Whatee mattee with me, so be?" he exclaimed, it came from, he saw Jim Da1·t and the silent
- under his breath. "Me waitee likee foolee, and scout riding around the pile of blazing·• brush
len Misler Wild comee outtee and gittee caught. wood. Only once did the two horsemen circle it,
Me makee lillee mistake, so be, and me stay here and then they came straight toward the spot
where Wild and the Chinaman were concealed.
and do nothing. Me velly muchee fool Chinee."
He saw all that happened after that, and just But the7 had a good reason for doing thes, for
as he was thinking of doing something to save when Jim Dart and the silent scout came into
the young deadshot, two of _the Indians who were the camp they were just in time to see the two.
returning from a fruitless search paused within running through the smoke. But they were so
a few feet of him. Hop knew very well that near the blazing pile that they were forced tG
he could easily get rid of them, but if he set off go around it, so they did so. When Wild realized
the big cracker he had ready near them it would that the two knew where they were he turned
spoil his chances of getting into the camp. What to Hop and whispered:
he was anxious to do was to hurl the explosive
"You ride along with one of them and tell them
close to where Wild was, and then he would fol- to keep on going. The redskins will think I have
low the movement quickly by sending two or got away, to. But I will go to get the horses."
three of the smoke balls, as he caJled them. Un"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me helpee you velly
der cover of the smoke, which was bound to en- m'7'chee. Me got~ee some more fireclackers.'I
- velop the scene, he could rush up and liberate
Let one go right away, then. There is no
· the boy. This was the theory, but to put it in better time.''
practice was another thing. But there was one
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
thing certain. He dared not attempt the rescue
The next instant the Chinaman lighted the fuse
while the Apaches were so close. He must wait. of another o~ his home-made crackers that had
"Whatee mattee!" muttered the Chinaman.
made him famous, and hurled it as far as he
"Um fool ledskin stay here too long, so be. Pletty could toward the excited Indians. Bang! 'The
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report rang out with a sort of roar, and as the flung himself upon Spitfire's back and rode away
cracker contained chemicals that caused more right after several of the braves who had started
smoke, the scene was again enveloped. But Jim in pursuit of the fugitives.
and the silent scout came right for the spot,
Strange to say, none of the Apaches seemed to
and as they reached the chaparral Wild sprang recognize them. They no doubt thought they
to his feet and called out, in a low tone of voice: were of their own band, and eager to catch the _,,,..
"Here we are, Jim. Take Hop with you. I · prisoner and his rescuers. Once into the woods
have got to get the horses."
and it was easy for Wild and Jim to swing
"I'll help you, Wild," Dart answered, quickly, away from the rest, and then they rode off for
for he was so elated at the escape of the y~ng the spot where Charlie and the girls were in
deadshot that he seemed to want to risk his life waiting. When they were within a little less
further.
than a quarter of a mile from it they heard the
cracking of rifles.
"All right, just as you say."
The boy paused long enough to dismount, and
"The redskins have found them, Jim," said
then he gave Hop a boost upon the back of the Wild, coolly. "Well, I reckon Charlie and the
horse. The silent scout had halted, too, and girls will give a good account of themselves. I
when he saw the change he nodded. Wild mo- suppose the silent scout and Hop are there by this
tioned for him to go on, and then away went the time, for they had a pretty good start."
two horses again.
"That's right, Wild," Jim answered. "I hope
"This way, Jim," said Wild, as he crept softly a stray bullet did not hit any of the girls."
"Never mind thinking about such a thing as
from the place. "They won't very likely think of
looking for us here. We will hide in the bushes that now. This has been a lively evening for
for a few seconds, and then we will creep on us, and no mistake. But I am satisfied that
toward the place where the horses are corralled." everything is coming out all right."
There was more firing and lots of yelling from
Jim gave a nod, and the .two moved rapidly
away. They had not gone very far before as the Indians, and then it became suddenly quiet.
''I reckon they've dropped off all right," the
many as thirty of the Indians pas~d that way
in hot pursuit of the two horsemen. The ruse r,oung deadshot observed, with a nod of his head.
·Come on. We can't get there too quickly, Jim."
worked nicely, for soon the way was cleared, and
Two minutes later they came upon the spot
then Wild and Jim lost no time in making their
way to the place where the Indians kept their where their companions had been waiting.
"Don't shoot, for we are here," Wild called out.
horses. The sorrel stallion was there as well as
"Hip hi! Hoolayl" the voice of Hon sounded,
the piebald broncho belonging to Hop. But a
slight difficulty presented itself now, for several and then they knew that everything must be
of the braves were running that way, so they all right.
could mount and ride in pursuit.
This they found to be the case, for as they
"Careful, Jim," cautioned our hero. "The first came to a halt Cheyenne Charlie came out.
thing we know they will be taking Spitfire."
"Well, I reckon we're all here, an' there ain't
He had scarcely said this when one of the no one hurt. What a1·e yer goin' ter do now,
minor chiefs under old Red Elk ran straight Wild?"
where the sorrel was tied.
"Get away from here as quickly as possible,"
"Let me have your knife, Jim," said the young was the reply. "I see you have succeeded in
deadshot, hurriedly. "I have got to stop that driving the redskins off."
fellow. He can't have my horse."
"You bet your life we did. We give it to 'em
Jim quickly handed him the hunting knife he good an' ihot. But it wasn't more than half a
carried in his belt, and then Wild sprang fo r - dozen of 'em what come this way."
"Well, there will be more coming pretty soon,
ward r1ght among the horses, regarless of the
fact that he might be seen by the Indians. He for several of them are mounted."
1·eached the horse just as the Apache had suc"I reckon them what did come was mounted, all
ceeded in putting the bridal on him. It must 1·ight," the scout answered. "They seemed ter
have been that the young chief intended to ride come from ther other way. We took it that it
in style, for he quickly picked up the saddle was them what was followin' us t<i-day."
that belonged to our hero and flung it upon the
"Maybe they were. But never mind now. We
horse's back. Wild crouched behind the horse have no time to lose. Come on. Are the packwhen he saw this, for the redskin was doing ex- horses ready?"
"Allee light, Misler Wild," Hop answered, beactly what he would do himself provided he had
fore Wing could get a chance to speak.
' the time.
"Well, let's get on through the gully, then.
Meanwhile Jim Dart was not idle. He had a
better chance to get Hop's ·horse, and while Wild There is a place below here where we can hide
was waiting he succeeded in not only getting the in case we get hard pressed."
As they started to leave the spot the Silent
horse, but finding the saddle and bridle that belonged to him as well. He flung the saddle upon Scout suddenly waved his hand and then rode
the broncho's back, and quickly buckled the girths. off through the darkness.
"There goes that queer galoot again," the scout
Then with one of the redskins almost at his elblow, though the fellow did not observe him, he exclaimed. "I don't know what ter make of him,
put the bridle on. It was just then that he heard anyhow."
"Never mind, Charlie. I reckon he knows what
a gurgling cry, and looking in the direction, he
saw the Indian who had taken pains to saddle he is doing," Wild answered, as he accepted the
rifle and revolver that Arietta handed him.
the sorrel stallion drop to the ground.
Down the gully the party rode now, though not
"This way, Jim," came the call, and then Wild
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more than twenty or thirty miles from the Colorado line. This country looks as though it would
be good for ranching purposes. It must be that
there is some sort of a settlement not, far distant,
anyhow."
"There sartinly must be, Wild. If we don't
strike one inside of two hours I'll mis;; my guess.
I think I was up this way somethin' like five
years ago, afore I met you. There was a little
settlement here then, which was made up of me:i
an' their families what had come down from ther
mountains to live in peace. Most of 'em made
their livin' by huntin' an' trappin', though all
tilled ther soil more or less. There was about
six or seven shanties located putty close together
at that time. I forgit what ther name of ther
place was. Yes, I'm putty sartin that we're
mighty near that place now."
The further they went the more convinced was
Charlie that he was right. It proved that he
was, too, for about an hour before noon, as they
reached the top of a long rise, they beheld a
very crooked creek of shallow water siightly
off to the left. This was fringed by a stringy
growth of trees, and just over the treetops they
CHAPTER IX.-The Settlement Is Reached.
could see a cluster of log cabins and shanties
It was rather a tedious night that Young Wild lying among the hills. Smoke was rising from
West and his friends passed, for they were con- the chimney of some of them, which showed that
tinually on the alert fbr the appearance of the the housewives were getting ready to prepare
Apaches. But the hours slipped by, and after the noonday meal.
what seemed to be a very long time the first gray
"There you are, Charlie," said Wild, who hapstreaks denoting the sure sign of approaching pened to be the first to get sight of the little setday appeared in the east. Even the girls had tlement. "You certainly was right in what you
slept but little, for they knew not at what moment. said."
they might have to seize their rifles and assh,.'
"l knowed it!" exclaimed the scout. "When
in the defence of the camp. Probably the only I once go over a piece of ground I generally reone who did sleep soundly was Wing Wah, the member it, even though it is a good while afote
cook, for even Hop seemed uneasy. Wild did not I git there again. Let me see. What was ther
mean to linger long where they were. Though name of this settlement? I'm sartin it had some
nothing had been heard of the Apaches during kind of a name."
the night, he did not deem it advisable to light a
"Well, that doesn't matter. We'll find that out
fire to cook breakfast. They must. eat another
when we get there. Come on. Let's move a little
cold meal.
Fortunately there was enough smoked meat livelier and get acquainted with the people there
and biscuits to answer the purpose, and after as soon as possible."
The pack-horses were forced to a faster gait,
washing their crude breakfast down with copious
draughts of water from a neighboring spring, and it was not long before the bank of the creek
the pack-horses were loaded, and the march was reached. Following this along, they at
length reached the settlement. There were prob·
toward the north was again taken up.
Once into the big patch of timber they rode ably a dozen houses located there. The most o:f
forward in a more easy state of mind. There them were very neat in appearance, too, and
were no signs indicating that there were Indians showed that their owners took a certain degre<!
about, which told that the Apaches haci not pass- of pride in keeping them up. Not one of them
ed that way. They had covered a <listance of was without a garden patch, and grazing on the
fully five miles before the sun came up, fr;r they level plain near them could be seen a number of
had not lingered long after their fng-:il morn- cows and a few horses. There was a store there,
ing repast.
'-· too, and when they drew up in front of it and
Never once did they relax their vigilance, but came to a halt they saw that it was a tradingkept looking in all directions as the} proceeded post, according to the sign.
"Here's where the hunters and trappers dison their way. It look them over four hours to
pass through the timber belt, and then they came pose of their pelts, and take provisions and clothto a section of the country where the grass -.v·.::s ing and pay, I suppose," said Young Wild West.
As he dismounted and was assisting Arietta to
growing in a more luxuriant form. It was a
valley they had entered, and accor Jing to Char- the ground, an elderly man came out of the
lie's estimation the distant ran~e of mountains store and looked at them smilingly.
to the west was what is known as the Sierra A
"Hello, strangers," he called out, rubbing his
hands as though he anticipated doing some busiBago.
"I reckon you're about right on that, Charl;e," ness. "I reckon yer sartinly must be lost, 'cause
the young deadsh:it observed, in answer to the it's mighty seldom we see a party like thia
scout's remark. "That means that we can't be ridin' up here. Kin I do anything for yer? I've

at a very fast pace. They could hear the yelling of
the Indians, but as the sounds did not seem to
come any nearer, they did not grow much disturbed over it. Wild knew the Apaches must be
pretty well demoralized by what had happened.
He also felt that their superstition would keep
them from going very faT until they had listened
to the words of their chief.
It must have been that he was correct in his
belief, for they continued on for. fully two hours,
and at length reached a spot that was well hidden among the rocks and came to a halt.
"We'll ·stop here until morning," said Young
Wild West, as he looked over the scene as well
as he could in the darkness. "The pack-horses
are too tired to go any further, so we will have
to take our chances."
His companions were heartily glad of this, fo1·
they were all pretty well exhausted from the riding they had done that day, and the excitement
they had undergone.
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got a putty good line of goods, an' I'm willin'
ter take what skins you have got in trade."
"Thank you for the offer, my friend," Wild
answered, as he walked toward him. "But we
have no pelts that we wish to dispose of. \Vhat
place is this, anyhow?"
"This is Pleasant Hills," was the reply. "It
was named that way 'cause ther land is putty
hilly, an' it's mighty pleasant here, especially in
ther summertime. In ther winte1· I can't say .i;o
much, though ther most of my business is done
that time. So yer ain't got nothin' ter trade,
. eh?"
"No, not a thing."
"Well, maybe yer want ter buy somethin' for
cash. I take cash, too, yer know."
"vVell, I reckon we'll want to make a few purchases before we leave. But we will stay here
until to-morrow, if there will be no objections to
our pitching a camp somewhere around here."
"Pitch it 1·ight where yer are, if you want ter.
You're in ther road, but I reckon it ain't so
much traveled as you would interfere with any
one. If it was ter happen that way they could
easy go around yer, 'cause this road was laid out
wide enough right at ther start."
"Well, I hardly think we will camp in the road
here. Do you own the land at the left of your
store?"
"I sartinly do, young feller."
"Well, suppose we go over there and put up
our tents."
"Help yourself. You're mighty welcome, I
assure you," and the store-keeper again rubbed
his hands and smiled.
By this time half a dozen women and quite
as many children had appeared on the scene.
They all looked at the picturesque party with
surprise and admiration. There was one thing
about Young Wild West and his friends; they
always wore such natty hunting and riding costumes that they were bound to attract attention.
The girls fell in for the biggest part of the admiring glances, however, for they were all pretty
and attractive in appearance. Of course, the two
Chinamen came in for their share of it, though
it could hardly be said that they were much admired. But no doubt few of their race ever
came to Pleasant Flats. A site was selected
close to the bank of the sluggish creek, and then
the two Chinamen quickly unloaded the packhorses and proceeded ,vith the work of erecting
the tents, for the sun was shining brightly, and
it was rather warm. The girls joined in the
work of putting things to rights, and once their
tent was· ready for them, they sought the seclusion of it to pay the attention to themselves that
was required after what they had passed through
during the past forty-eight hours.
"Wing," said Wild, as the cook was gathering
dry brush-wood to start the fire to cook the
noonday meal, "do you need anything from the
store?"
"Maybe you allee samee gittee some eggs, so
be, Misler Wild."
"Good! Some fried eggs with bacon would
come in very handy for dinner. Just hurry up
and get some potatoes in the coals after you get
the fire going, and we will have a good hot meal,

something we have not been able to have for
quite some time."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. You gittee thlee
dozen eggs, and me allee samee fly velly muchee
quickee."
.
"Me gittee um eggs, Misler \Vild," spoke up _,,
Hop, stepping forward. "Me wantee go to um
store, so be."
"All right, Hop, but don't get into any mischief while you are there. I have an idea that
you think you can have a little fun with the
store-keeper."
"No, Misler Wild," declared the Chinaman,
looking very solemn. "Me velly goodee Chinee,
so be."
"Yes, I know that. Well, go ahead. Get what-ever Wing wants."
The cook thought for a moment and then decided he wanted a few other articles, so Hop
started off. He never asked for the money to
pay for anything he was sent after. All he did
when he came back was to simply state the
amount, and Wild reimbursed him. The clever
Chinee started for the store, humming a queer
sort of tune that was no doubt popular in China.
A few -0f the children had lingered about watchjng the newcomers, and they at once turned their
attention to him and followed him.
"Velly nicee day, so be," observed Hop, as the
storekeeper met him on the stoop of the shanty
structure.
"You bet it is, Mr. Chinee," was the reply.
"Me wantee buy something."
"Oh, come right in."
Hop walked into the little store, . smi1inir
blandly.
"Me wantee some eggs, so be," he observed.
"Well, I reckon I've got plenty of 'em on hand.
Most every one of ther neighbors has got a lot
of hens, an' they've been· layin' right smart ther
last few weeks. • How many kin I sell yert
They're worth two dollars a hundred."
"Velly cheap, so be," which was indeed the
case, since eggs were usually a scarce article
to be found in the place that our friends stopJed
at, unless it might be at a ranch.
The man quickly showed him two large baskets
that were heaped up with eggs.
"Me takee bundled, allee samee," said Hop,
blandly.
"All right, I reckon I'll let yer have a basket
ter take 'em to your camp with."
The eggs were counted out and placed in the
basket, and while this was being done, Hop took
an inventory of what the store contained.
"Here yer are, Mr. Chinee," the store-keeper
said. "Now then, what else kin I do for yer?"
Hop told him the other articles he wanted,
and while they were being put up he brought
forth the big yellow silk handkerchief he always carried with him for no other purpose
than to assist him in performing the magic tricks
he was famous for. Selecting three of the eggs
from the basket, he looked at the store-keeper
and said:
"Now Jen, you watchee. Me showee you somethling."
•
Three or four of the children had ventured
into the store, and these were watching with all
the eyes they had.
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"What are yer goin' ter show me?" came the
query.
"You watchee; me velly smartee Chinee."
Then Hop proceeded to go through the per•
formance of carefully wrapping the eggs in the
- ..:.wndkerchief. He even showed the shape of
them after he had done this, and then he suddenly brought the handkerchief he held in his
hand down upon the counter with a heavy blow.
"Great bears I What are yer tryin' ter do,
heathen?" the store-keeper demanded, looking at
him in amazement. "You've have smashed them
eggs."
"Me no smashee," and Hop grinned and looked
at him in a way that showed he was surprised
at hearing him make such a statement.
As though he wanted to prove that he had not
broken the eggs, he brought the articles the
handkerchief contained upon the counter again
with a blow that echoed through the building.
It certainly did not sound like eggs being broken,
and the store-keepr was more amazed than ever.
"Um eggs velly muchee hardee, so be," declered Hop. "Ley no bleak."
Then he calmly unfolded the handkerchief and
drew forth the three eggs perfectly intact. But
he did not show the store-keeper or the children
who were gaping at him in wonder the three
potatoes he had concealed in his hands.
"How did yer do that, Mr. Chinee ?" the man
asked, looking at him in a sort of admiration. "I
never seen any eggs what would stand sich
knockin' as that without crushin' before."
"Velly muchee easy, so be. Me showee you."
Then Hop performed the trick again, and the
store-keeper became convinced that it must be
easy, after all.
The store-keeper came from behind the counter
as Hop started to go out. The Chinaman turned
quickly and stopped right before one of the
baskets that was full of eggs.
"You likee sittee down, so be?" Hop asked, innecently.
"No, I'm tired of sittin' down," was the reply.
"You bettee sit tee down."
As he said this Hop gave him a push and sent
t him backward, the 1·esult being that he came down
upon the basket of eggs with a crash.
"Hip hi! Hoolay!" and out of tl}e store the
Chinaman dashed, being careful not to break the
basket of eggs he held in his hand.
By the time the man got out of the mess he
was mixed up in the clever Chinaman was back
at the camp. But the next moment there was an
angry shout, and then he anpeared runningswiftly and shaking his fists as though he meant
business.
CHAPTER X.-The Sign That Saved the Settlement.
,rThere's goin' ter be some trouble now, I'll
bet!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, when he saw
..,,- the store-keeper coming. "Hop's been playin'
some kind of a joke on that galoot, as sure as
you're born."
"That's right, Charlie," Wild answered. "I
reckon I had better go and settle the difficulty
with him. There is no use in having a row about
it, because I am in a hurry to get my dinner."
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The young deadshot quickly ran forward, followed by Charlie, while Hop delivered his purchases to Wing, just as though nothing had happened.
"What's the trouble, my friend?" our hero
asked, as he stopped the store-keeper.
"Trouble! Jest look at me," was the reply,
and he turned around so they could see how his
clothing was smeared up with the eggs that had
been crushed when he sat so suddenly into the
basket at the store.
"The Chinaman did it, of course," the boy
observed, coolly.
"Yes, an' if he don't pay me for a new pair
of trousers I'll have it out of his hide."
"Well, never mind. I am very sorry it happened. But that Chinaman of ours is quite a
joker, you know. I suppose he did it just for
fun. Here's five dollars. Will that satisfy you
for the damage done?"
Instantly the angry look left the man's face.
"Five dollars!" he gasped. "Well, l reckon
it's jest about worth that much. Give it to me,
my boy."
Satisfied to settle it so easily, Wild handed him
the money. Just as the store-keeper was about
to return, four men, &ne of whom wore the garb
of a hunter, came running hurriedly down a hill
close at hand. One of them wearing a coonskin
cap ran straight up to Wild.
· "I reckon you're ther young feller I want," he
said,· pantingly. "Do you know a deaf feller
/
what's named Dave Robins?"
"Yes," Wild answered, looking at him in surprise. "Why do you ask?"
"Well, he's a brother of mine, an' I met him
about an hour ago. Me an' him kin understand
each other putty well, an' he told me ter hurrr
here an' see if you .had got here yet. He says
a big band of Injuns is headin' up this way ter
raid ther settlement."
"Well, I am not greatly surprised at that.
Where is the silent scout?"
"That's hard tellin'," and the hunter shook his
head. "But he said he would show up befoi-e
they got here, an' if you seen him wave a piece
of blanket you would know that ther Injuns
would be here in a few minutes."
"Well, if that's the case, I reckon you had better get all the women and children to a safe
pla~e, and see to it that the men are ready to
resist an attack. We know all about the band
of Indians the silent scout told you about, for
we have had quite a little excitement with them
in the past couple of days."
"You have, eh? So you call my brother Dave
ther silent scout, do yer? Well, I reckon that's
a putty good name for him. But he knows his
business, Young Wild vVest, an' no mistake."
"I am quite satisfied as to that, Mr. Robins.
Now you hurry up and do as I told you."
The hunter, who seemed to be a sort of leader
turned to his excited companions, and then they
all hurried away .
._ "Now then," observed our hero, nodding to his
companions, "it is pretty tough to postpone our
dinner, but I reckon we have got to move."
They all understood this pretty well, and it
was not long before the tents were taken down.
Then the boy looked around for the best plac~
to withstand an attack of the Apaches. He futal•
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ly selected the strongest of tbe log houses in the
settlement, and it was not long before all the
women and children were gathered there, while
the few men who were at home at the time were
standing about with rifles in their hands.
"My brother said as how you would tell us
jest what ter do," said the hunter, stepping for•
ward and touching his hat in a respectfu_l man•
ner. "You're Young Wild West, ther Champion
Deadshot, ain't yer ?"
"Well, that's what they call me, anyhow," and
the boy laughed in spite of the situation that
threatened them.
One of the most frightened of the 1·esidents of
the settlement was the store-keeper. He closed
his store up tightly and locked the door, and then
sought seclusion in the shanty that was intended to protect the women and children. Wild
counted up the men who were ready to fight and
found that they numbered fourteen. He knew
without asking them that they were all hardy
frontiersman and that they would fight to the
death.
"Since you want me to run this piece of business," he said, nodding to them, "I hope you will
do just as I say. I want every one to keep cool,
and not waste a shot."
This was agreed to, and then the boy left them,
going through the hollow toward the creek.
Three or four of the men followed him, as did
Charlie and Jim. As they were about to climb
to the top of one of the hills the clatter of hoofs
sounded. Our hero paused and turned to look
in the direction the sounds came from. The next
minute a horseman suddenly came in view and
brought his steed to a halt at the top of a hill
some two or three hundred yards distant. He
was waving something over his head, too, and
this meant that the redskins were coming. Wild
ran towards his friends. Pointing at the lone
horseman on the hill, he shouted:
"There is the silent scout!"
All eyes were turned upon the deaf and dumb
horseman now, and when our hero quickly beckoned for him to come on, he obeved, at the same
time pointing behind him. As he rode up and
dismounted he began talking rapidly with his
fingers to his brother, who turned to our friends
and said:
"They're comin' about two miles away. I
reckon. there'll be a hard time of it here putty
·
soon."
"How many of them are coming?" Wild asked.
This question was put to the silent scout, who
answered that there were over fifty of the
Apaches-the whole of Red Elk's band, in fact.
"Tell him, Mr. Robins," said Wild, "that the
sign he just gave from the top of the hill will
be the means of saving the settlement, for we
are all prepared."
"Well, I reckon it's all signs that he give me,
anyhow," was the reply, and then he made his
brother understand what the boy said.
It was not more than ten minutes before they
heard the Indians coming. Their ponies were
,talloping along swiftly, according to. the sounds,
and the first thing they knew they saw them at
the top of the hill Dave Robins had appeared
upon a short time before.
"Now then, give it to them I" exclaimed Wild.
"Make every shot tell.''

Standing right out in the open the mP-, took
deliberate aim and fired. Several of the redskins
went down, but the rest came right on down the
hill. After firing another volley Wild called
upon them to beat a retreat, which they quickly
did. But the Apaches were persistent, and they _.
seemed bent upon burning the houses of the
Some of them dismounted, and
settlement.
lighting torches, ran boldly forward. Nearly ;Ji
of them fell, but one or two remained to start
fires going. The shooting was terrific now, for
the Indians possessed plenty of ammunition, and
were not slow in making use of it. Wild soon
Alsaw that their fight was a desperate one.
ready one of the settlers had been shot dead,
while two others were wounded.
But he coolly gave them encouragement and
told them to keep on firing and be sure and not
shoot wildly. For about ten minutes the fighting raged fiercely, while one of the. shanties
seemed doomed by fire. About twenty of the
Apaches presently came charging on horseback,
bent upon routing the brave defenders. But
just at that moment a bugle call sounded close
at hand.
"Hurrah!" cried Young Wild West, rising
and waving his hat. "The cavalry is coming."
The Indians heard it, of course, and they
quickly scattered and turned to ride away. Then
it was that the silent scout smiled at Wild and
then quickly began moving his fingers rapidly
to his brother.
"He says that when he give the sign to us
he done it to ther cavalrymen, too, Young Wild
West," the hunter explained. "Fmmy he didn't
tell me nothin' like that afore. I don't see what
he wanted ter scare us for nothin'.''
"Well, it is all right. His sign has saved the
settlement, and no mistake," was the· reply. "He
is a peculiar fellow, so there is no use of finding
fault with the way he has acted."
Up came a troop of cavalry, and then the Indians were seen in full retreat. But they fired
from behind the rocks as they fled, and this
caused the cavalrymen to make a clean sweep
of it. There was fighting for nearly an hour,
and then it was all over.
Red Elk's band had been nearly wiped out, and
the settlement was saved. When it was all over
the silent scout stepped over, and, removing his
hat, offered his hand to our hero. Wild took it
and nodded.
"Boys," said he, turning to his partners and
the men standing about, "the silent scout is all
right. He is one of the most peculiar fellows I
ever met, but he has shown that he is full of grit,
and that he knows what he is doing. I am very
glad we met him, and that he urged us to ride
in this direction."
"Hooray for Young Wild West an' ther silent
scout," shouted some one in the crowd.
The men took up the cry itnd a rousing cheer
went up. That settled the trouble with the
Apaches for the time being, and after remainl.nz
a few days at the .settlement, Young Wild West
and his friends started southward, in search of
further adventures.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST ROPING THE 'GHOST DANCERS'; Ha
SPOILING AN INnIAN OUTBREAK.,
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C UR R E NT· N E W S
HE EATS 31 EGGS AND WINS
Wan·en G. Noggie of Wheatland, Cal., formerly
of Cascade, Idaho, hereafter will be known as
~•E&-g Noggie." He is champion egg eater, having
consumed for breakfast thirty-one soft-boiled
egs in addition to a bowl of breakfast food, half
a &'fapefruit, one orange and a piece -0f toast.
Noggie was the winner in _the annual egg eating
contest conaucted by the Idaho Chapter of the
Beta Theta Pi fraternity. Otto Huefner -0f Kellog, Idaho, was second with twenty-three.
SNOW INSURANCE
In England you can insure against almost anything if you can pay the premium, and it is getting about as bad here. Who would expect anyone would want to insure against the loss occasioned by the failure to snow? Up in Lake
Placid, however, snow seems. to be necessary for
winter games, and as a great many expenses had
to be met, failure of a sufficient quantity of snow
or a sudden thaw would have been disastrous. So
the insurance broker was invoked to write a
policy, which was done. The brokers wrote a policy providing for a minimum of a foot of snow
for the two days that the ski jumping cham·
pions would need it.
CAPTURING A KANGAROO
A new species of kangaroo . has been captured
in Australia, much to the joy of visitors at the

zoological gardens at Melbourne. The animal is
about the size of a shepherd dog, having the
shape of a squirrel and provided with a long
tufted tail. This kangaroo makes prodigious
leaps which are sometimes as long ' as 17 yards
when he · is trying to escape his pursuers.
To capture one of these animals the tree in
which he is lodged is surrounded by a pack of
dogs. Natives then climb into the tree to frighten
him and make him jump. The kangaroo jumps
to the ground, landing in the middle of the pack,
and is seized by the dogs.
Sometimes, however, he jumps beyond the circle and then the chase ensues. It is great sport.
DIVERS FIGHT FISH
Armed with large knives with which to fight
off th-e attacks of dogfish, a corps pf deep sea
divers is working at the bottom or the sea in
Lough Swilly in .an effort to recover the $15,000,-.
000 in gold Jost when the Laurentic was torpedoed during the war. Part of the treasure has
already been salvaged.
Heavy weather has torn the Laurentic to pieces
anct strewn. the gold along the ocean floor. The
task of the divers is made especially difficult because of the great depth of the water in which
they are obliged to work, and the strongest of
the:µi are frequently overcome. The wreck is
well covered with sand, which must be removed
by steam suction pumps operated from the salvage vessel.

BOYS, DO YOU LIKE DETECTIVE STORIES?
You Should Read

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
It contains the snappiest and liveliest stories you ever read. Each number begins
with a rousing detective novelette, filled with pep from start to finish. Then there
are from four to six short stories of police adventure with good plots and interesting
situations. All these stories are written by the same authors who write for the higher
priced magazines. Don't miss the articles about crime detection, yams of the underworld and special items relating to ghostly happenings, peculiar events and current
news of police cases.

Colored Covers, Fine Illustrations - 64 Pages
Get a Copy, Read It and See
How Interesting- the Stories Are 1

PRICE 10 CENTS
If you cannot procure a copy from -your newsdealer send us the price (ten cents)
and we will mail you one postage free: Address

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc., 166 W. 23d St., New York City
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GOING IT ALONE
-Or,-

A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY}
C_HAPTER X.-( Continued.)
"Married I" he said in a husky voice, and then
looked at Torn. In that moment Tom .Arnold was
all sympathy for his chum. It was to Bob's credit
however, that he recovered himself and was man
enough to offer the pair congratulations. It
seemed that the husband was in the employ of the
company and had won the hand of the trust magnate's daughter simply by being the man on the
spot, While Bob Neely was trying to make good
out in the woods Scroggs, the clerk, was winning
his way with the capricious girl who seemed to
think it perfectly right.
And so it was as Bob admitted later to Tom
when they were in their ,camp and preparing to
retire. Bob was plucky and had recovered completely from the shock. But he set his lips and
said:
''Tom Arnold, 'I am sorry that this has happened. I never will believe a girl again as long
as I live."
"Oh, say, Bob, that is not right. The conduct
of one girl should not condemn the sex. There
are many nice and loyal girls who make the best
of wives and mothers. It · would be a shame to
think anything else."
Bob grabbed Tom's hand.
"You are right, old friend," he said, warmly;
"that is right. I am lucky, for I would have got
a flirt who would have made my life miserable.
The next time I pick a girl you bet I will have
my eyes open."
.
After that Tom and Bob grew closer in friendship. Still, Tom did not tell his secret of his experience at High Divide. However, he heard later
that Jim Close had been caught in San Francisco and was in jail.
What became of poor Gretchen he never knew.
But things began to happen up in the Oregon
woods. The lumber company had a large force
of men at work at the head waters of a big river
getting out large timber.
Tom and Bob had been sent up there to do some
surveying. The foreman of the camp was a man
named Wesley. He was known as a hard master
among the men in the woods.
Few of them liked him. The result was that
there was much trouble brewing all the time.
Wesley was cruel to his men and spared none of
them when he chose to play the tyrant, which was
about all the time.
1
In the gang there was a humpbacked man
named Cal Brown. He was a quiet, inoffensive
ehap and- was a favorite among the men despite
the fact that he was a hunchback.
He was not able to do as much work as. the

rest, of course. Still, he was a valuable judge of
lumber and therefore· a man whom most lumber
bosses would have been glad to have.
But Wesley seemed to hate Brown. He took
the opportunity to oppress him and one day when
Tom and Bob were coming out of the woods after
a long trip into the interior they saw Wesley
· bossing a gang of men who were jacking logs.
Brown was among the number and suddenly Wesley lost his temper and, going up behind him, gave
him a terrible kick in the back. The hunchback
rolled over on the ground in agony.
It was a contemptible and cruel thing to do
and the lumberjacks all stopped w-0rk horrified.
Two of them ran to pick up the injured man, but
Wesley bellowed at them:
"Let him alone I If one of you touches him I
will knock his head off!"
"But he is hurt, boss," called out one of the
jacks. "He may die."
"Let him die, then," fumed the tyrant. "He deserves it. He i,§ no good anyway, and it would
be a mercy to put him out of the world."
Aghast, even the most hardened of the gang
shivered, and though not one of them dared to
disobey the boss, they were plainly in sympathy
with the poor hunchback.
"I say, Bob," said Tom, with hard set jaw and
flashing eyes, "are we going to stand by and see
that kind of thing? Did you see him--kick that
poor fellow? That was awful."
"If you cross Wesley you will have trouble,
Tom."
"'Will I?" said Tom, with harsh voice, "then let
trouble come. I am not going to stand by and see
anything of that kind go o:n." .
With that Tom walked up and placed a hand on
the h\-lnchback's arm and tried to help him arise.
The poor cripple looked his agonized gratitude,
but before Tom could really give him aid Wesley
howled:
"Come away from him I I will knock your head
off!"
Tom turned and gave the boss a glaFJce and
then proceed to help the injured man to arise.
Wesley was astonished to see that his order was
unheeded. Instantly he bellowed with rage and
started for Tom. Bob called out to his chum in
warning tones. It was Wesley's way to approach
a man from behind and hit him when he was ofl'
his guard. It was plain that he meant to hit Tom
in this way.
But the young surveyor whirled about and
faced him. Tom was white with scorn and rage.
"You coward, to hit a poor cripple," he said
scathingly.
Never in his life had Tom Arnold felt more
scorn and contempt for a fellow being. It was so
cowardly in Wesley to hit the poor hunchback
that the young surveyer was ready to. fight.
Despite the fact that Wesley was a burly fellow of fully twenty pounds more weight than
Tom, our hero was not afraid of him. Wesley
glared at Tom fiercely.
"Say, you young cub," he hissed, "don't you
know that I am boss here? I will give you one
second to get away from here."
Tom folded his arms, facing the bully.
(To be continued.}!,
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HERE AND THERE
GOLD NUGGETS IN DUCKS' CROPS
After finding gold nuggets in the crops of eight
and five ducks, Dan Fielder, pi011eer
rancher and miner of Pend Oreille County,
Wash., prospected where the flock led him aJ?d
uncovered a vein of silver and lead carbonate m
his back yard. The vein was four inches und~r
gro1111d and in the 20-foot open cut now made it
is running over three feet wide.
Assays made in Spokane show the average
value to be $74 a ton. Part of the carbonate
runs 48 per cent silver. Parallel to the vein is a
ledge of quartz from which it is believed the
fowls picked up the gold.

ceese

FISHERMEN USE PRIMITIVE
•
TOOLS
The rnason why Hiati imported 4,509,382
pounds of dried and canned fish last year is because the fishing industry of that country has
never left the primitive stages of bygone ages.
With its coasts abounding with mullet, mackerel,
kingfish, sardines, red snapers, white fish, and
many other varieties of excellent food fish, the
common method of fishing by the natives is that
practiced at night--by means of a torch and a
sharp machete.· The light dazes the fish and the
expert native kills it with his instrument, says
Consul D. S. Wood in a report to the Department of Commerce.
HAITI

BIRDS SWEPT TO SEA
Migratory birds on their way to southern wintering places are sometimes swept long distances
out of their courses by storms. An interesting
memorandum has been received by the Weather
Bureau of the United States Department of Agriculture in connection with a marine weather
report from the American steamship Manchuria.
Fi·om October 27, when the vessel was in latitude 40 degrees 36 minutes. longitude 66 derrees, 'to noon October 28, latitude 41 ,d egrees 45
minutes, longitude 59 degrees 27 minutes, several hundred birds alighted on the ship, having
evidently been swept to sea by a strong northwest breeze. The varieties noted included six or
more robins, several starlings and thrushes, one
catbird, a flicker, many vesper sparrows, several
bluebirds, many small flycatcherlike birds and
many other small birds about the size of sparrows unfamiliar to the ship's officer who made the
observations.
At the time these birds began to alight on the
ship there seemed to be many more on the sea.
Those that failed to make the ship died rapidly,
although there were only light breezes. Undoubtedly thousands of birds are lost eacli year
during the migrating season in strong off-shore
breezes.
LUCKY STAMP FIND
An excellent postage-stamp story with a genuine human interest flavor has been contributed
to the romances of philately by Fred J. Melville
ef London, who says it is vouched for by Harry

Wenneberg, a well-known philanthropist of Stockholm. 1n 1918 the Swedish Riksdag decided to
raise the inland letter rate from 10 to 12 ore as
from June 1, but there was no 12 ore stamp in the
then c·urrent series, so a provisional was created
by surcharging a surplus of 25 · ore and 65
ore stamps with the new denomination "12." Thiswas done by surcharging in black the figures
12-12," so that they obliterated the original
value repeated in the top angles of the stamp.
A sheet of the 12 ore on 25 ore orange stamps
was surcharged upside down; the mistake was not
noticed by the printers or the Post-office, and
passed out into stock. The misprinte.d sheet
reached the little post-office at Guliksberg, in
Norland, and the postmaster there did not notice
its peculiarity. Business at this office was very
small, but a young forester had made up hi s
mind to send a letter every day to his sweetheart.
Without knowing that on every letter from
Gulisberg one of the misprinted stamps was used,
in the end he had used no fewer than thirty of
them. Then a philatelist discovered the "error;"
and offered 200 kroner apiece (about $50) for
them. The forester wrote to his sweetheart to
ask if she had saved the envelopes with the
stamps. She had saved every one. They got
6,000 krone for them, and the money was sufficient for both the wedding and the furnishing of
their home.
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INTER.ES TING RADIO NEWS
HANDY SOLDERING IRON
Radio soldering requires . the use of an extremely small iron-one that must be specially
made, and that is not always easily obtained.
The newest soldering iron is about the size of a
fountain pen, and utilizes electrical energy for
heating its point. A soft wire solder is used in
,connection with the iron, one that does not require a very high temperature.
SIMPLE CONTROL
Many of the sets on the market look very pret-ty, but some iare pretty complicated :for amat.eurs. Realizing this, some manufactu1·ers are
shnplifying their sets.
Notable in radio progress is the creation of
many so-called "flivver'' circuits. This seems to
indicate that radio is rapidly moving toward a
simple control set as fool proof as the telephone.
The reflex system appears to be really the most
promising and practical circuit at the present
time. Regenerative hookups act as miniature
transmitting sets, causing howls and interference
due to radiated energy. Neighbors operating such
sets are disturbing each other through the air.
RADIO A MATCHMAKER
Hoseas E. Moller, a captain in the war, serving with the Lafayette Esquadrille, wounded in
France and a winner o:f the Congressional Medal
for Bravery, finally succumbed to Dan Cupid on
account of a radio.
Captain Moller, an aeronautical engineer and
inventor, was employed by Bennell's Radio Shop
six months ago, when he returned from Europe.
During his first day at work Miss Stella M.
Schaeffer came in. Captain Moller just happened
out of the executive's office and saw Miss Schaeffer. He helped her select a radio set.
A month later Captain Moller sailed fo1· France
and Germany for research work. While there he
did not forget Miss Schaeffer. So he made Germany .and France in jig tinie and was back as
soon as possible. When ihe returned he immediately got in touch with Miss Schaeffer again.
They were married recently by Deputy City
Clerk James J. MacCormick in the Marriage
Chapel of the Municipal Building.
"We expect to make our honeymoon trip in an
airplane from coas.t to coa_st," sa~~ Molle;.
"Does it pay to be a radio fa1;1? Captam Mo!ler queried Mrs. Moller a few mmutes after their
marriage.
"Righto I" said Mrs. Moller.

A NEW STATION
The Federal Telephone & Telegraph Company's
radiophone station, WGR, will be moved to the
new Hotel Statler, just being complet.ed in Buffalo. The broadcasting station has been allotted
1,000 feet of floor space on the eighteenth floor
fbr the studio and reception room. The power

room and apparatus will be :in a separate station
on the roof. The areal will be stretched between
two large steel towers.
The present WGR station has a power of 500
watts. The new station will be rated at 1,250
:watts, employing fire 250-watt tubes, three as
oscillators, and two as modulators. Special cables
will connect with all the public rooms in the hotel
so that speeches delivered or music played in any
of the public rooms can be picked up by a microphone and broadcasted from the antenna on the
roof. A Wurlitzer organ is being instalJed in
the grand ballroom and another in the main dining room. Organ recitals will be regular features of the WGR programs. The Vincent Lopez Orchestra will be at the hotel for the opening
and will remain for several days, so the Lopez
syncopated symphonies will be part of the radio
program.
WGR has heretofore been located on the outskirts of Buffalo, and. for this reason many entertainers have declined to make the long trip
to the radio studio because of lack of time or
inconvenience. The new location is in the business section of the city, so there should be a
marked improvement in the quality of concerts
broadcasted from Buffalo.
DEAF BOY HEARS BY RADIO
Another example of the strange methods of
llensation-transmissio n is found in the case of
Harry Shwer, a thirteen-year-old boy of London,
who had been deaf from birth. He was recently
able to distinguish rhythm for the first tinie in his
life by means of -radio. The experiment waS' conducted by Mr. Haycock, master at the Deaf
School, Kensington Park Gardens, London. Two
other boys took part in the experiment.
Both the loud-speaker and the head-phones
were used by each lad. One boy, who became
deaf through meningitis, could hear nothing in
either experiment. {\.nother had some faint experience in rhythm when he listened-in on the
loudspeaker, which he was unable to define.
Harry Shwer heard jazz tunes on the band and
beat time with lb.is hands, although he found it
difficult to explain his impressions. He tried to
write his sensations down on paper, describing
the long and short sounds, the rough and the
smooth. He could distinguish between a human
voice and an instrument playing.
"It is a well-known fact," said Mr. Haycock,
"that persons who are stone-deaf are those who
have lost their hearing entirely through disease,
Those who are deaf from birth generally have
some slight faculty of hearing, though it is usually lost.
.
"In Harry's case the ordinary range of sounds
was useless. We could get no response from him
with tuning-forks, but he seems to have responded to some of the vibrations received by
wireless, and it raises some interesting suggestions."
Other ear specialists in England have ad-
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vanced the theory that in the case of deaf adults
who require a "re-education" of hearing, wireless
promises great assistance in t~e recovery of thei?
lost sense.
RADIO RELIEVES LONELY LIVES
Cabras Island is the home of Porto Rico's leper
colony. After years of dreary days and silent
nights it can now listen to the voices of the
world.
A radio receiving set has just been installed
and a loud speaker will be attached.
Thirty-six new radio fans will be enchanted.
The radio set was purchased with an anonymous gift of $100 from New York, to which local
contributions were added.
A greatly interested group of spectators followed the movements of the Rev. Char les B. Bare
and two employees of the Porto Rico Telephone
Company a s they inst::tlled the instrument. There
was little animated comment or boistrous enthu.
siasm.
Life on a bare, shapeless reef on which the hot
sun's rays beat fiercely and against which the
surf pounds ceaselessly is not conducive to exuberance.
"When the loud speaker comes you will be able
to hear concerts, music and singing in San Juan,
in Havana and in the big cities of the United
States," they were told.
There was a chorus of "Magnifico" and "que
bueno." One man remarked, "It was meant 'for
·
such exiles as we are."
Near as they are to San Juan, the lepers regard their isolation as exile. "Somo s pobres
desterradoe" ("We are poor exiles") they tell
you.
They complain of the loneliness of their lives
more than they do of the disease itself. Even
the prospect of hearing nightly the strains of famous orchestras and the words of eloquent
speakers does not reconcile them to their lot.
They hate the glaring sunlight. It pains their
eyes. They hate the salt and misty night airs.
They aggravate their sufferings. They hate the
dreary darkness of a night relieved by nothing
?" but little oil lamps.
"Help to get us away from here," they urge
the visitor.
CLASHING SIGNALS
"What is static? What will it do to my radio
set? What other kinds of interference will
bother me?"
These are typical questions that are asked as
summer-the worst season for interference with
wireless messages-approache s. They are put
and answered by the Po'J)Ular Science Monthly
for May.
Many complaints of interference have already
been made by new users of radio receivers. They
tune in as usual and everything is working well
when suddenly-bang I gr-r-r-whee-e-e I some
body or something butts in and they lose the
music and their tempers I
These radio interferences may come from one
of two sources. Many of them are due to amateurs with powerful regenerative sets who op&nte without understanding their stations, Th'J
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remainder come from the most uncontrollable
force in the radio universe-static.
The real cause of the trouble can usually be
discovered by an experienced radio man, but the
blame should not be attached to any one until
it is definitely located .. In a locality where there
are many transmitting stations signals from them
may break up a conce1-t. The allotment of different wave lengths to their respective classes of
transmitting stations theoretically permits the
concert and various messages to go out at the
same time with as little interference as three
trains would create for each other" if they were
all en route from New York to Buffalo, by going
via the Erie, Lackawanna, and New York Central respectively. In practice, however, collisions occur in the receiver that sound like the
three trains meeting at a common point while
running a mile a minute.
The remedy when signals clash is to find out
where they come from, after all efforts to tune
out the intruders have failed. Every sending
station is required by law to sign its call letters
to each message by transmitting them in code or
repeating them with the voice so that all who
hear the station may identify it. By using the
lists of stations published by the government and
sold by the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., at 15
cents each, the location of a station and the name
of the owner can be learned.
If the interrupting statio1- does not give its
call letters the district radio inspector may be
asked to focus direction :finders on it and bring
the owner to justice, but he should not be bothered unless a station is clearly violating the law.
Many interesting methods have been devised to
ferret out interfering stations. Most of them
include the loop aerial because of its directional
properties. The work can be carried out from official stations, but for heavily populated districts a scouting automobile equipped with a sensitive set and a loop antenna has been employed
in tracking down the culprits.
A very efficient receiver will also bring in all
sorts of hums and buzzes from electric light and
power lines'vtrol!ey car motors, and automobile
iolet ray apparatus may be heard at
magnetos.
work in neighboring bourdoirs, as may X-ray
boring their paths into troubled human interiors,
and lightning-rod agents producing miniature
electric storms.
An antenna that runs parallel to wires near by
will pick up current from them and produce
noises in the receiver, but if it is at right angles
to near-by wires there will be little trouble unless
it happens to touch one.
The worst disturber of the ether is "static."
Listen in while a thunderstorm is approaching
and at the same time watch with the eyes for
the lightning flashes. Do not watch too long!
Pull the lightning switch and ground the aerial
before the storm is overhead.
The instant you see the flash you hear a grumble, growl or crash in the telephone. This seems
to prove the assertion of the scientists that radio
and light waves travel at the same rate of speed.
Static is worse in the summer than at other
seasons, though it may occur at any season.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST

KRUGER'S HIDDEN GOLD DISCOVERED
South Africa is greatlly excited over the reported discovery in the Petersburg district of a
vast sum of gold which Paul Kruger, late President of the Transvaal, is said to have buried. in
his flight to Delagoa Bay and Europe, a~out
twenty years ago, to escape capture by the British.
The Johannesburg correspondent of The Tinn.H
who sends the story, says that gold bars an<l1
coins, comprising part of the fo1·tune of Kruger,
have been recovered, and that the police have
gone to investigate.
The legend of "the Kruger millions" was once
a favorite topic of discussion here and in S@uth
Africa, but it has been almost fo1·gotten in 1·ecent years.
Recovery of the fabled fortune of Paul Kruger,
who left an estate valued at $3,750,000, has been
the goal of adventurers and commercial syndicates for some time. More than $3,000,001) in
gold, representing the bulk of Kruger's money,
was cemented in the hold of the bark Dorothea.,
which sank on Tenedos Reef, off the Zululand
coast, about twenty years ago. This mo•ey,
which has never been recovered, so far as is
known, is said to have been shipped by Kruger
previous to 1904.

FAMOUS RIALTO BUILT . ON 12,000 PILES
The Rialto is a famous marble bridge across the
Grand Canal at Venice, built by Antonio da Ponte
in 1590: It consists of a single arch, ninety feet
wide and, twenty-four feet high, and rests upon
12,000 piles. The name Rialto is de1·ived from
Rivo-Alto, one of the islands on which Venice is
I
built, says the Pittsburg Sun. This island was
long the financial and commercial center of the
She-I think wom·en are far cleverer than men.
city, and gave its name to the bridge that con- He-How
do you figure that? She-Well, just
nects it with the mainland.
_take ourselves, for example.

LAUGHS

AN ARKANSAS ROMANCE
After a courtship by mail Mrs. Eva Cox of
Womble and George A. Bush of Hartley met in
Mena for the first time and after a short visit
were married. Both bride and groom lived in
sections rern,ote from railroads, and both traveled
far to meet in Mena. The bride drove her own
team and wagon forty miles to reach Mena, while
the groom rode horseback over the mountains half
that distance. After the wedding the newlyweds started for the groom's farm close to the
Howard county line, in the bride'd wagon with the groom's saddle ~orse tied on behind.
HIKES FROM FLORIDA AT 75
William H. Chapman, 75, of Millington, Conn.,
stopped the other day in Hoboken on the last lap
of his hike from Miami, Fla., to Albany, where
a $5,000 legacy awaits _him. He is white-haired,
tall, impressive and full of vigor. In less than
three years he has .walked 9,000 miles. On May
1 1920, he started to walk from New York to
Vancouver, B. C., by the Canadian rnute. The •
signature of Mayor Griffin of Hoboken was added
to credentials already in his possession.
"Seventy-five years do not mean a thing," he
said. "I smoke a pipe, chew tobacco and take a
nip whenever I feel like it. Unless I'm far wrong
I am going to live 75 years more at least."
Chapman predicted he might try matrimony
after he gets his legacy. He said he would go on
no more loni;:- hikes.

Love may be blind, but his sense of hearing is
so acute that he never mistakes the jingle of copper for gold.
Waiter-Well, sir, how did you find the beef in
that stew? Diner-Oh I I happened to shift a
potato and-well, there it was.
Pat· t I · h t O
It·
•h
'
ien wis
consu you wit regarci to
my utte~ loss of me_mory. Doctor-Ah, yesl
Why-er, m cases of this nature I always require
my ·f ee in advance.
"Pardon me, si-r-,,-,_s_a_i_d_sh-e, "for walking on
7.our feet." "Don't mention it, miss," he replied.
'I walk on them myself at times.''
_
"If you do good work your work will grow
after you are gone." "That's a fact. Rubens
left only some 2,000 pictures, but there are 100,000 of his pictures in circulation now."
Mr. A.-Norah seems quite gone on the postman. Mrs. A.-Gonel Do you know what that
girl does? She mails herself a postcard - every
evening so as to -make sure he'll call the next
morning.
"This isn't like the bread mother makes," said
the young married ma:o. "So you are going to
start that, are you?" "I was merely congratulating you. JVfothe1· never was a very irood bread.maker."

.,
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NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
SHIP BUILT INLAND
Two army transports, the Gen. Frank M. Cox
and the Gen. John M. Hyde, have been built in
the foothills of the Allegheny Mountains, more
than a thousand miles inland. This is probably
the first time that ocean-going vessels of this
type have been constructed at inland shipyards.
BIG CORN CROP WHERE IT WAS ONCE
NOVELTY
Not many years ago corn growing in North
Dakota was a novelty. A few acres were planted
by an occasional farmer with seed received from
friends back in the corn growing States, but it
was looked upon as a venturesome undertaking
with very doubtful outcome in dollars and cents.
Then the State Agricultural Experiment Station began the development of strains of corn
adapted to North Dakota soil and climate and as
soon as results warranted it the county agents
followed with demonstrations in cultivation and
seed selection. During the last few years the
production of corn in the State has rapidly increased. In 1921 North Dakota farmers planted
18,000 acres with tested seed corn, while the reports for 1922 show over 50,000 acres planted
with tested seed.
LOCKED IN ICE BOX BY ROBBER
Otto Batsche, night manager of the Davis &
Kathmeyer restaurant at 323 Greenwich street,
New York, which is frequented by produce
dealers from Washington Market, was opening
up the restaurant for the night customers at 11
o'clock the other night when a young man entered, drew a revolver, backed him into an ice
box, robbed him of $16 and then slammed the
door.
Batsche, looking through the glass door of the
' · box, saw the bandit go behind the counter, pull
out a drawer and extract all the change-$15.
The man then walked out and disappeared in
Greenwich street. Batsche was able to get out of
the ice box. He called Police Headquarters and
detectives from the Beach ·street station were assigned to the case.
RUSSIAN CHESS PLAYER BEATS MILAN'S
EXPERTS
Milan, especially that part of it which plays
chess, is in a state of astonishment. Milan hasor had-ten most clever chess players who have
won prizes from here, there and everywhere. Now
they are weary and disappointed men, for Alekhine ·the Great, the Russian chessman, beat them
all at once, though each was challenging him to
1, a separate game, and though he sat quietly in an
armchair, his back turned to ten oppenents, each
busy with his board.
The games lasted eight hou;rs. Alekhine was
as fresh at the end as when they began. The
others were wrecks, moral and physical. For
•ii'ht hours Alekhine, smoking cigarette after

cigarette, gazing into an empty corner, pronounced cabalistic utterances, accol'ding to which
of his pa\\'11S were moved. That was all he did.
"Alekhine has something inhuman and atrocious in him-something we cannot grasp," says
the Popolo d'ltalia,, Mussolini's own paper. And
this has comforted the ten vanquished players
considerahly.
A NEW MAIL SORTING DEVICE
The Post Office Department is testing a mail
sorting machine in the Washington post office
which, if it proves successful in service, would
contribute greatly to the comfort permitted the
sorting clerks; for, in using it, instead of standing on their feet all day as at present, they are
seated and operate it as a linotype machine is
op~rated.
There are five keyboards on the machine, each
of which is operated by a clerk independent of
the others. The clerk does not have to hold or
handle the letters. Those to be sorted are presented in front of him in line with his eye. A
pressure of two keys on the keyboard, one by a
finger of each hand, sends each letter on its way
to a particular compartment, leaving before the
clerk the next letter in the stack awaiting disposition.
When the letter leaves the distributor it is
picked up.mechanically by a metal container attached to an endless chain. The chain carries the
container over a series of receiving boxes, and
when the right box is reached the letter is discharged and is ready for dispatch on the train
_for which it is intended. The "right" box is predetermined by the distributor when he punches
the keys on the keyboard of the machine. The
operation sets a trigger on the container carrying the letter and this trigger is released when
the container reaches the right box.
There are 120 receiving boxes and the entire
device is twenty-eight feet long by four feet four
inches wide and six feet ten inches high, the complete machine, including keyboards, weighing 7,817 pounds. The conveyor makes a complete revolution in about thirty-five seconds. Each keyboard is operated by a small motor and the conveyor is operated by a larger one.
The machine makes a primary distribution of
letters into 120 separations, whereas the primary
case in the average post office consists of only
sixty separations. Through the use of the additional boxes a larger quantity of mail ·is ready for
dispatch after its first handling, thereby eliminating the necessity '.lf a second handling and
consequently insuring earlier dispatch from the
post office.
,
The assembling of the output of five or more
distributors in one set of pigeonhole boxes is an
additional advantage :n that it very materially
reduces the (Ilumber of boxes from which mail
must be drawn and tied out for diEQ>atch there·
by effecting a further saving of labo" and twine.
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FROM ALL POINTS
FLAGMAN HEIR TO $125,000
Fred Higgins, Erie flagman at Manut, N. Y.,
abr-aptly dropped his flag the other day and exclaimed: "I'm a rich man at last!" when he received a telegram announcing that his brother
had left him an estate of $125,000 in St. Louis.
Higgins, 69 years old, hurried home, packed and
started West at once to claim the fortune.
The Higgins family years ago occupied a palatial home in Spring Valley. John, the brother
who left the fortune, was a New York city lawyer before he went West some years ago. Fred,
a rover, went South with the robins each year
and came back every spring and got a i b at
trucking or tending crossings.
•
"I'll never work again," he told a friend as he
boarded the train for Missouri.

formerly a member disapproves of such frivolities
as dancing, and she issued the foll owing statement to that effect :
"Since abandoning my work with the Seventh
Day Adventists I have become broadminded. I
am of a deeply religious temperament and have
studied the Bible and many other sacred writings. I do not believe there was anything wrong
in what I did."
Miss Cu:ipmi_ngs is a vegetarian, and during the
27 hours of dancing she subsisted on several ~
matoes, an apple, a bag of peanuts and a bottle
of near beer.

BOTTLE TRAVELS 2,800 MILES IN SEVEN
MONTHS
Last August 2, F. William Earthman of 175
Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn N. Y., •t hrew a bottle containing his car d overboard from the liner
PART OF GOVERNMENT HUNTERS' JOB
Many predatory animals are caught in their Reliance, about 300 miles south of Newfounddeus by Government hunters who are experi- land. Last week he received a letter from Traeth
enced and sufficiently fearless to work. their way yr Afon, South Wales, informing him that the
bottle had arrived.
through narrow, dark tunnels and attack wolves
The card was the ordinary bit of pasteboard
.::oyotes or mountain lions at close quarters. They
usually get the adult female and a number of used by Mr. Earthman in his business. On the
pups. Out of 1,791 animals taken in Montana reverse he wrote: "S. S. Reliance, Aug. 2, 1922.
during 1822 by predat ory animal hunters em- About 300 miles south of Newfoundland. Ten
ployed by the Biological Survey of the United dollars for return of this card. F. W. Barth-man."
States 848 we1·e taken in dens, 969 were trapped
The bottle set out on its journey and Mr.
144 shot, 191 poisoned and 1 snared. Dogs wer~
employ~d in taking 188. Skins and scalps of all Barthman, the jeweler, returned to America. He
th~ ammals secured were turned in to the dis- forgot about the incident. But the Gulf Stream
didn't.
trict office of the bureau as evidence of capture
The bottle tossed and pitched, bobbed and glis-The number in~luded 1,544 coyotes, 55 bobcats; tened.
Slowly it traveled eastward. It reeled
56 wolves, 38 hons, 17 bears and 81 miscellaneoff an average speed of 14½ miles a day, or a
ous animals.
little over half a mile an hour. The card in ita
bottom drank up the few drops of wine left and
settled down for a long seven-months sleep.
DANCED 27 HOURS
The world's non-stop, long distance dancing Storms drove the lone black bottle off and hur-record was shattered at 10 o'clock the other night ricanes blew it back on its course. It traveled
at the Audubon ballroom, 168th street and Broad- 2,800 miles. The Gulf Stream, while uncertain,
way, Manhattan, N. Y., when Alma Cummings, never fails to deliver bottles somewhere.
32, walked gracefully off the floor after dancing - On March 3, 1823, a g1·eat event occurred on
continuously for 27 hours. She had stretched the little beach of Traeth yr Afon, about 20 mile.a
the t-ime of the previous record established in from Cardiff in Galmorganshire, South Wales. _..
Eshington, Northumberland, Eng., by a man, by Centuries ago debris from the fleets of the
Phoenicians had washed up on its shores. Cen,.
one hour and 45 minutes.
Between 7 p. m. Saturday, March 31, when turies later wreckage from the Spanish Amada
Miss Cummings started to dance, and 10 p . m. drifte d in on the lonely sandbars. And three
April 1, when she stopped, the slender blond weeks ago a German mine, forlornly defunct;
young woman, who hails from San Antonio, Tex., rolled up on the white sand and gave the cotwore ·out one jazz band, three phonographs, five t age r s in the vicinity a thrill.
Trefor G. Davis, gathering wood, kept his eye
partners, one pair of shoes and a pair of silk
stockings. She declared on stopping that she peeled for other interesting thrills from the sea,
afJ;er the arr ival of the mine. On March 10' he
could have danced another ten hours if the shoes
found a black bottle. The bottle was tired and
and partners had held out.
empty. It was tightly corked.
When she was in Texa s Miss Cummings was
Pulling the cork he saw the sleeping businese
a zealous worker in the home mission field of the
Seventh Day Adventist Church. Since coming card in the bottom. He smashed the bottle and
to New York, though, she has become a dancing found Mr. Barthman's offer of $10 for the reinstructor. She said she could see nothing wrong · turn of the card. Trefor lives not far from the
in dancing the whole of Easter Sunday, in spite beach. He hastened home and w1·ote to Mr.
of the fact that the church of which she was Earthman.
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AM anxious to find men with desire to become draftsmen. With
business picking up everywhere many thousands of draftsmen will
be needed at salaries ranging up to $3,000 and $3,600 per year,
To every person 16 years or older sending a sketch I am going to mall
free and prepaid the Draftsman's lvorine Pocket Rule shown here.
This will come to you entirely with my compliments, With it I will
send a 6 x 9 book on "Successful Draftsmanship." If you are inter•
ested in becoming a draftsman, if you think you have or may attain
drafting ability, sit down and copy this drawinJl, mailing it to me
today, write your name, and your address and your a.i,:e plainly oo
the sheet of paper containing the drawinii.

I

Salaries up to

s2so and saoo a Month

I am Chief Draftsman of the Engineers' Equip.
ment Co. and I know that there are thousands of
ambitious men who would like to better them•
selves, make niore money and secure faster ad•
vancement. Positions paying up to $250 and $300
per month, which ought to be filled by skilled
draftsmen, are vacant. I want to find men who
with practical training and personal assistance
will be qualified to fill these positions. Noman can
hope to share in the great coming prosperity in
manufacturing and building unlesshe is properly
trained and able to do first class practical work.

I know that this is the time to .i,:et ready. That is
why I am making the above offer. I can now
take and train a limited number of students
personally and I wil! give to those students a
l(Uarantee to give them by mail practical draw•
Ing room training until they are placed in a
p"rmanent position with a salary up to $250 and
$300permonth. You should act promptly on this
offer because it is my belief that even though
you start now the great boom will be well on
by the time you are ready to accept a position
~s a skilled draftsman. So write te me at once.

FREE

$80 Drafting Coarse
To every student enrolling now I give
an opportunity of gettini an $80 draft•
Ing course absolutely without cost to
him. So send in your sketch today and
1earn all about this offer.

Mail Your
Drawing at Once

FREE

this S25 Draftsman's
. Vtrorking Outfit

These are regular working Instruments-the kind I use
myself. I give them free to you if you enroll at once.
Don't delay. Send for full information today,

- and Get an Jyorine
Pocket Rule Absolutely

FR EE f
•

Ambitious men interested in drafting hurry! Don't
wait! This is your opportunity to get into this great
profession. Accept the offer which I am making now.
Send in your sketch or request for free book and free
Ivorine Pocket Rule.

1951 Lawrence Av.
t C0,, Div.10-95,
•
, EQUlpmen
•
• f DfaftSfil3ll, EDgtneetS
Chicago
Chle

"I'm Making Real Money Now!"
••sEE that coupon? Remember the day you
urged me to send it to Scranton? Mary,
that was a red lett~r day for us.
"Mr. Carter called me in to-day, and said
he had been watching my work ever since
he had learned that I was studying with the
International Correspondence Schools.
"Then he asked me if I thought I could take
over George Stevens' job. I told him I was
sure that I could-that I had had that goal in
view ever slnce I began studying with the

I. C. S.
"I start to-morrow, Mary, at an increase
of $60 a month."

H

OW about youf Are you always going
to work for a small salary ? , Are you
1oing to waste your natural ability all your
life? Or are you going to' get ahead in a big
way? It all depends on what you do with
your spare time.
Opportunity is here-this time in the form
of that familiar I. C. S. coupon. It may seem
like a little thing, but it has been the means
of bringing better jobs and bigger salaries to
thousands of men and women.
You can have the position you want in the
work you like best, a salary that will give you
and your family the home, the comforts, the
little !uxuri~ you would lik~ them to have.

No matter what your age, your occupation,
your education, or your means--you can do it!
All we ask is the chance to prove it. That's
fair, isn't it? Then mark: and mail this coupon. There's no obligation and not a penny
of cost. It's a little thing that takes but a
moment, but it's the most important thing you
can do to-day, Do it now I
- - - - - - - T E A R OUT H E R E - - - - - - - .
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 4487-B, 1 Scranton. Penna.
Wilhout cost or obligation, please t ell me how I can QualilY for Ole
position or in the subject befori, which I ba.ve marked an :X:
BUSINESS TRAININQ DEPARTMENT
Buslness Management
D SalesmenshJD
Industrial Manaeement
O Advertialn1
Personnel 0rganfzatien
Better Letters
T.raffic Manaeement
ForeJ go Tr&de
Busineu Law
Stenography and Tfl>Jns
Bank.in.I and Banklnr Law
Bu.slness Engli!b
Accountancy (lncludln1 C.F.A.)
Civil Service
Nlcbobon Coal .AccountlJl&
Ballway Mail Clerk
BookkeeplnJ
Common
School Subjecta
;
Private Secretar
High School Subjects

B

•

, ..........! •-~

t~m~,

D ~ , -. . ,

TECHNICAL AND INDUITRIAL DEPARTIIENT
ElectrlcalLi&htlnir
Englneor!Dtr
IArcbltect
Electric
Blue Print Reading
:Mechanical En1tine1
Contractor and B uilder
Mechan ical Drattamlo
Architectural Dnftaman
Machine Shop Practke
Concrete Guilder
Railroad Pos1tlon1
Structural Ena:ineer
Oas Enalne 0oeratlDc
Plumbi ne and Haatlnl'
Civil Enalneer
Chemistry D Phar macy
Surveyln& and Jlapplna
Automobile Work
Metallurgy
Navhr&tion .
Steam Eng1neerina
Azricultur• and PoultrJ'
Radio
D AirPIID• EDalnea
Mathematica

I

Nam1 .. .....il . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . u.•• .. ·• .. u .. ••··~~o~ ••········,._................. ,....... ,,.,u..
Street
e.::ze.2•
Addre11a ...........u••-• .. ••• ....u ,u•,·•••.. ··t ........ o.,,u ..... , ............. _, ... .••.....• ..,;
CitJ',.,,, ...... ,_.. _, 0

. . . . , , . . . . ............. . ..

Btall .. .......... , ............................. ...,...

Occupation ........................ .............. ... ... ...... ... ....................... ,...... , ... ,1.. ,
Peraon, r~•iding ln Oo,wda thoul4 ,end tM, 9ott:pffl t• tll• lntertt.r1

Uonol Corro,,onlena,

B•~••lf O•mitn, ~111llod, Mt11lr••'• conue,

,,

WERE YOU BORN
UNDER ALUCKY STAR?

,~n!'8)J... ~e:. P,1:~~!.on.

MatllHn Shirt Co.,

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW ALL TK&T
TBEJIJD IS TO KNOW ABOUT YOVJI

Character
Disposition
Good 'Traits
Weaknesses

I.am • blrt man11f&eturer want• awenta
to aoft oomg,\ete Une of ,htrt•, pajamas.
and night alrll'ta direct to wearer. Ad·
1'ert11ed brand--exolusive pattern1-euy
to 1elL No e:r.perience or cafcit.l n,Qulnd.

a,a Broa!fway, N. Y.O.

D~!!':~t!!.~p?!!!
MonfllstoPay:!t:l~l'!--~
ii
nres
·-u:ead<ycle
~~
D•Pt;s1ssiCblCAfo

Abilities·
Friends
and
Lucky Days

Cho,ce ot 44 Styles, colora and fJize•

or famous Rancer lJlcyclea. Exoreu
ald, at Factor• :Prlce1.

HY• th• am.all monthly paym•nts.
whoela and oqulpment at hlf
usoaJ pricee. Writ. for remarkabl• factor.,.-pri ces and manelooaterma.

~

IONll

careful study of a thoro de• crtpUon of
T HE
yourselt is far more important than you

may at first imaiine.
For it is absol•tely true tbat any added
knowledie of your own inherent qualities w1ll
ireatly as • ist you in reaching a higher degree
of success. You can be just as • uccesstul at
you desire. It 1• all In your power of wm.
But before you can exerclae thla power In
the rlrht direction, yo• m111t thoroly atady
younelf.

CO., '1~ W. Tllll. Buren,
U81, ChJcago

SEBALL

''Hew To Read Human Nature''
IEBIES OF TWELTE BOOKS
/

Price 10 eent• each,

Po• tpald to &111' addreH

These books give in concise form a po • ltln

key to selt-deTelopment. They are based on
a &tudy of thousand • of characters-are preg-

nant with keen analysis and moat helpful
character-bul.ldl.ng hints.
Send ua ten cent• and the month of your
birth and the book wlll be malled immediate•
ly. Use coupon below.
It you have a friend, . acquaintance or bual·
ness associate whose character and disposition you would like to 11tudy, obtain our book
corresponding wit h the month In which such
person was born .
IF YOU .ARE IN LOVE - yon should know
the character, disposition, good points, abllltlea, and weaknesses of the person In whom
you are Interested. .Ascertain tbe month of
birth and then send for our book of that
111onth. Enclo1e another dime.

F~~YB~n~tl!s:~.

with It :,ou can throw JHr fflll•
curvu. J!loy1, gd thl1 Bue Ball
curver and you can Pan 'Bm ••
fa1t aa they com~ te Bat. By mall
_
l0c,, S for ll5o witb catalog of novelli.._
iRSAL DlfflUBUroRS. Dc,t. 8913tainfiri Ce&

TOBACCO-

Habit Cured or No Pay

Any form. ciaan,ciaarettea,pipe, chewina or-.nuff
Cu•~•nteed. H..rmlef~. Complete tr!'•~eqt oent
nntn•I. CootaSl.00if1tcures. Noth1nA'1fltf,.H-.

SUPERBA CO. M-21, Baltimore, Md:

YENTRILOQUISN

taught a-lmon an, oue at boma.

••••••••••••••••• • ••• •••••• •••• ,............-,-••·••T••

QBOKQII W. MU'l'II,
Room M-630, 125 N. Jeff Ave., Peoria, Ill.

CHARACTER STUDIES, Ine.,
Room 1515, Ma1onlo Temple, N. Y, C,

-~

I

~--

enclose .........•..•...•.•••••.••••••••• ,. ••••

Send books of (give months) ................. .

Name ...................................... .. .
.Addreu ......•......................... ~. u

limall eos&.

liand '.l'OD.AY 2 eanta tor par"9>1laui aa4
proof.

I[

OLD

MONEY WANTED -

$2 to $500 E..i.CH paid for bundrecls or Old
Coins dated before 1805. Keep .ALL old or
odd money. Send 10 cts. for New Ill's Coln
Value Book, 4x6. You may have. vnluable
coins. G•t Posted. W e pay cash.

CLARKE COIN CO. AYc. 13, Le Uo1', N. Y.

•UNDERGROUNO t rR.E~SURES·
r.~•~":!~;:

How and Where to Find Them
Moclel Publlahinc Co..

21 Coma

• ullclin&.
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- - LATEST ISSUES - 1037 Young Wild West Teaching a Tenderfoot; or, The

Dude"s Duel With the Desperado.
Rushing the Rustlers; or, Arletta'e Long
Range Shot.
1030 " Grilling tbe Gold Grabbers; or, Tbe "Shoot•
Up" at Sbooker.
104-0 " Cowboy Challenge; or, Arletta's Good Guess.
1041 " Mysterious Enemies: or, The Sign of the Silver
Seven.
1042 " Saving the Stagecoach; or, How Arletta Trapped
the Road Agents.
1043 " and "Mesquite Monte": or, Tbe Worst Greaser
in Arizona.
1044 " Defending the Camp: or, Arletta and the
Masked Ralders.
10411 " and the Cherokee Chief; or, The Redskins' Last
Fight.
1047 " as a Scout; or, Saving the Emigrant '.l'raln.
1048 " Running the Ranch; or, Arletta's Gnme Fight.
1049 " and "Cbnpparal Chick"; or, 'l'be Handlts of
the Footbllls.
1050 " and the Mad Mexican: or, Arletta's Warning
Shot.
1051 " and the Cowboy Mflllonalre; or, Hemm"e.d In
by Enemies.
1002 " In tbe "Land of Dead Things"; or, Arletta and
the Vultures.
1053 " Lightning Leap: or, Ii Desperate Duel on
Horsebnck.
10114 " In the Golden ValJey: or, Arletta•~ Ind"8n Sign.
1055 " Marked Mustang; or, Trapping the Horse
'l'bleves.
1056 " nnd "Puncher Pete"; or, Arletta an/I the Dyna•
mite.
10::i7 " Almost Beaten; or, The Secret or the Blnsted
Pine.
.
1058 •· Buffalo Bunt; or, AriettB'R Awfnl Kl<IP.
1059 " nt Bolivar Butte; or, The Cnmn That Was nun
hv ''Bn/1" Men.
1060 " and the Trnpped Troopers; or, Arletta nnd the
Apache Ambush.
1061 " and the Cowgirl Queen; or, Tb'e Clenn-up nt
Ranch Forty.
1062 " and the Indian Agent; or, Arletta's Daring
Expose.
1063 " end the Rich Rnnchero; or, The Shot That
'MadP a Friend.
1064 " and the Death Stream: or, Arlettn's Awful
Alternative.
10(l(i "
and "~potted Sam": or Trallinr a Halfbreed.
1060 " 8rrimmage in Mexico; or, Arletta and the Va•
quero Dandy.
'OG7 " Balking the "Bad" Men I or, Band by the Clever
<..'hlnee.
1068 " Lending the Cowboy•: or, Arletta •s Fl gbt With
the Rustlers.
1060 " Outwitting the Outlaw•: or, Dandy Dick's Defiance.
1070 " Pursuing the Pawnees: or, Arletta and tbe Red·
skin Princess.
1071 " and "Cunning Chlp"1 or, The Gold Gang of
the Gnlcb.
1072 " and the Border Crooks I or, Arletta and the
Smuggler Queen.
1073 " Flgbtlnit the Fire Fiends; or, Saving a Herd
of Cnttle.
HY14 " Den th Draw; or, Arletta Duping the Desperadoes.
For aale by all newadealen, er will be 1ent to an:,
11ddreH on receipt of price, 1a per C0PT, Ill moneT er
1>01t11r;e ,tampo, b,HARRY E. WOLFF, P11bllaher, Inc.,
1111 Wut 23d Street,
Ne,,. York Cit:,
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HOW TO
SCENARIOS WRITE
TIIEM
Price Ill C.t• Per Oop,Th1s book contain • all tile most recent chansea In the
method ot conatruotlon and • ubmission of • cenarlos.
lU:dy Lessons. coYerlns eYery phue of acenarlo wrlt111.1, For wale by a!J New1dealer• and Bookatorea.
It yeu cannot procure a copy, send u • the price,
Ill ce11,ts, In money or postage stamps, IUld we will
1nal1 you one. postage fl-ee.
Addreaa
L. lil.lCNARENS, 219 8ennt.b Ave .• Now York, N. Y.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amusing, They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No. 1.
BOOK. -

NAPOLEON'S

ORACULU:\I

A....'\'D

JHtEA~l

Containing the g1·eat oracle of human des·
tiny; also tbe true meaning o! almost any kind of- /"
dreams, together with charms, ceremouies, and curious
games of cards.
No. 2. HOW '.J'O 1)0 'l'RICRS. - The great book or
magic and curd tricks, containing full iustrucllon on all
the leading care! tricks of the day, also thP most popular
magical 11luslons as performed by our leading magicians; every boy should ohtain a copy or this hook.
No. 3. HOW TO FLIR'I'. The nrts and wiles o!
flirtation are fully explained by this little book. Besides the various met!iods of handkerchief, fan. glove.
parasol, window and hnt flirtation, It contains a full list
of the langua,l!'e and sentiment of flowers.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE ls the title of this little
book. It contains full instructions in the art of <ln11clng
etiquetle In ti.le ballroom and at parties, l1ow to dress'
and full directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.
No. o. now TO :'IIAKE LOVE. - A romplete guide
to love, courtship and marriage, giving srnslhle nclvlee
rules nn!I etiquette to be observed. with many curious
and Interesting things 11ot generally known.
No. 6. HOW 'l'O BECOME AN A'l'HLE'l'K - Giving
full Instructions for the use of !lumbbel!R, ln<llan dnhs
parallel bars, horizontal bars and various other methods
of developing n good, healthy muscle; contulnlJ1g over
sixty illustrations.
,No. 7. now TO HEEP BIRDS. - Handsomely illus- 1
trntecl ar..d containing full Instructions for tlle tn,rnn"ement nnd training ot the <'Bnary, mocking bird, buiJoll~k.
blnckbird, paroque• parrot, etc.
No. 8.

HOW TO llECO~IE A VENTRILOQUIST _

Ry IIarr.v Kennc,ly. Bl'ery lnteJligent boy readln~ this
honk of instructlonij con mnstn the art, and create any
amount of fun fo1· bimsplf and friends. It Is the great•
est book ever pu bllshed.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX. The art of self-<lefensp
made eas.v. Containing over thirty lllustratlons
guards, hJow~. nnd Ille <lilferent positions of n good
hoxer. Bl'ery boy should obtain one ot these useful and
instructive books, as It will tench you bow to box
,Yithout an instructor.

ot

No. 11.

JfOW 'J'O WRITE LOVE-LETTERS. _

A

most complete little book, containing full directions tor
writing love-letters, and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERSTO LADIES._
Giving complet-, instructions tor writing lettet{I to
ladles on all subjects; also letters of introduction, notes
and reg uests.
No. IS. now TO DO IT; or, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE
- It is a great lite secret, and one that every young
man desires to know all about. There's happiness in It.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete handbook tor making all kinds of candy, ice-creams, syrups,
eSBences, etc., etc.
No. n. HOW '.CO DO l\lECHANICAL TRICKS. Containing complete Instructions for performing over
sixty mechnnlcal tricks. Fully Illustrated.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOl\lE BEAUTIFUL. - One of
the brightest end most valuable llttle books ever given
to the world. Everybody wishes to know how to be•
come benutilul, both male and female. The secret ts
simple, and nlmost costless.
No.

20.

now

TO

ENTERTAIN

AN

EVENING

PARTY. - A complete eompendium of games, sport~
card diversions, comic recitals, etc., suitable for parlor
or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more tor
tbe money thnn any bool< published.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete bunting and fishing guide ever publlsbed. It con•
talns full instructions about guns, bunting dogs, traps
trapping and fishing, together with description ot game
and fish.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DBEAIIIS.-Tbls little
book gives the explanation to all kinds ot dreams, to•
getller with lucky and unlucky aays.
No. 24.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLE-

MEN. - Containing tnll directions tor writing to gentlemen on all subjects.
For &lile by all nowsdealere or will be sent to any
address on receipt of price, 10 cent• per copy, In mone7
or postage stompe, by

HARRY E. WOLJi'F, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street

:New York

,._

